The following is a description and price (where available) of the Ben Pearson traditional bows from 1940 through 1987. It may not be an all-inclusive list. Where available, the list includes the model name, number, draw weight options, length, glass color, riser wood type, etc.

Osage Orange Target Bow, 1940, No. 901, 5 to 6 feet

Straight limbs

Made of No. 1 matched Osage Orange Billets. back worked to same grain for entire length of the bow. Embossed leather grip, self nock. Inlaid arrow plate. Equipped with best grade hand made Irish Flax string. Latexed, double loop. varnish finish. Drawing weights to 60 lb.. shipped with cloth case.

$ 30.00

No. 901-2, 1940, Made of No. 2 stave. Otherwise same as No. 901

$ 25.00

No. 2 staves may have small knots or other slight defects, but none that prevent the making of a durable, efficient and beautiful bow.

No. S901, 1940, Silk Backed Otherwise same as No. 901.

$ 35.00

No. S901-2, 1940, Silk Backed Made of No.2 stave.

$ 30.00

No. 901R, 1940, Made of No. 1 stave. recurred ends

$35.00

No. 901R-2, 1940, Made of No. 2 stave, recurred ends

$ 30.00

No. 901R, 1940, Silk backed. Made of No. 1 stave. Recurred ends.

$ 42.50

No. 901R-2, 1940, Silk backed. Made of No. 2 Stave Recurred

$ 37.50

Yew Target Bow, 1940, No. Y901, 5 to 6 feet

Straight limbs
Made of No. 1 matched yew billets, White sap back carefully worked to contour of stave. Fiber reinforced nocks. Embossed leather grip; inlaid leather plate. Equipped with hand made Irish Flax, double loop, latexed string. Varnish finish. Weights to 55 pounds

$ 30.00

No. Y901-2, 1940, Made of No. 2 stave. Otherwise same as Y901

$ 25.00

No. SY901, 1940, Silk Backed Made of No. 1 stave

$35.00

No. SY901-2, 1940. Silk Backed. Made with No. 2 stave

$30.00

No. Y901R, 1940, Recurred ends. Made with No. 1 stave

$35.00

No. Y901R-2, 1940, Recurred Ends. made with No. 2 stave

$ 30.00

No. SY901Silk, 1940, Backed. Recurve ends Made of No. 1 Stave

$42.50

No. SY901R-2, 1940, Silk Backed. No. 2 stave Recurred ends

$ 37.50

Laminated lemonwood Target Bow, 1940, No. SL-705, 5 ft 4 in to 5 ft 6 in

Straight limbs

A durable, beautiful bow that will not follow the string. Rather, the limbs bends backwards when the bow is unbraced.

Silk Backed, Walnut handle riser, inlaid arrow rest, embossed leather handle, lay-Latex string. High grade varnish finish

Weight to 50 pounds

$ 15.00

No. FL-705, 1940, Same as No. SL705 except fibre backed instead of silk backed

$ 12.50
Silk Backed Lemonwood target Bow, 1940, No. S-705, 5’4” to 5’ 9”

Straight Limbs

Leather grip, inlaid arrow plate, Lay-Latex string, high grade varnish finish.

Weight to 50 pounds

$ 12.50

Flat Type Self-Back Lemonwood target Bows, 1940

straight limbs

Narrow deep handle, hardwood handle riser, Leather grip, inlaid arrow plate, hand tillered, Lay-Latex string

Varnish finish

No. 7056, 1940, Length 5 ft. 6 in. Drawing weights to 40 pounds

$ 6.00

No. 7056, 1940, Length 5 ft. 6 in., drawing weight to 45 pounds

$ 5.00

No. 7050, 1940, Length, 5 ft. 0 in., drawing weights to 25 pounds

$ 4.00

Flat Type Fibre-Backed Lemonwood Bows, 1940,

straight limbs

These bows are backed with fibre which adds to their beauty and provides protection against breakage. Narrow deep handle, hardwood handle riser, leather grip, inlaid arrow plate. Lay-Latex string, hand tillered, Varnish finish

No. F-7059, 1940, Hardwood handle riser; White fibre back; length 5 ft. 9 in. weights to 50 pounds

$ 7.50

No. F-7056, 1940, Hardwood handle riser; White fibre back; length 5 ft. 6 in.; drawing weights to 45 pounds.

$ 6.25

No. F-7050, 1940, Hardwood handle; red fibre back; length 5 ft; drawing weights to 30 pounds

$ 5.00
No. F-7046, 1940, For Juveniles. Hardwood handle riser; red fibre back; length 4 ft; drawing weights 15 to 20 pounds
$ 3.50

Semi-Flat Type Self-Back lemonwood Bows, 1940,
straight limbs
A very practical inexpensive target bow. Nicely finished with Varnish. leather grip, handle of hardwood. Lay-Latex string. Inlaid arrow plat

No. 6059, 1940, Length, 5 ft. 9 in., drawing weights to 40 pounds
$ 5.00
No. 6056, 1940, Length, 5 ft. 6 in., drawing weights to 40 pounds
$ 4.00

Hickory Target Bow, 1940, NO. 505, 5 ft 6 in., weights to 50 pounds
straight limbs
Made of well-seasoned, carefully selected hickory. Extra wide flat type. leather grip, Lay-latex string, inlaid arrow plate. Perfectly tillered, nicely finished with varnish.
$ 7.00

Hickory target bow, 1940, No. 509, length 5 ft 6 in, weights to 50 lb.
Recurred ends
Otherwise same as 505
$ 7.00

Hickory target bow, 1940, No. 501, length 5 ft 6 in, weights to 40 lb.
Straight limbs
made of well seasoned hickory Flat type, but not as wide as 505 and 509. Perfectly tillered, leather grip, Lay-latex string. Inlaid arrow plate, nicely finished with varnish.
$ 3.75
Hickory Bow for Juveniles, 1940, No. 500, Length 5 ft. Weight to 30 lb.

Straight limbs

$ 1.75

Lemonwood Target Bows, 1942,

Straight limbs

Narrow deep handles, two tone hardwood handle risers, inlaid arrow plates, Lay-latex linen strings. Durable varnish finish.

Fibre backing adds to the beauty of the bow and provides protection against breakage. The white vulcanized fibre used on these bows reflects the heat from the sun’s rays and helps the bow retain its cast.

No. 759, 1942, 5’ 9", weights to 45 lb.

recommended for arrow lengths to 28 inches

$ 7.00

No. 769, 1942, as above, fibre backed, weights to 50 lb.

recommended for arrow lengths to 30 inches

$ 8.00

No. 756, 1942, 5’ 6", weights to 40 lb.

recommended for arrow lengths to 26 inches

$ 6.00

No. 766, 1942, as above, fibre backed, weights to 45 lb.

recommended arrows lengths to 27 inches

$ 7.00

No. 750, 1942, 5’ 0", weights to 25 lb.

Recommended arrow lengths to 25 inches

$ 5.00

No. 765, 1942, as above, fibre backed, weights to 30 lb.

recommended for arrow lengths up to 25 inches

$ 6.00

Standard Lemonwood Bows
Made with the same precision workmanship as the "700" line of bows They are designed for the beginner in archery. Hardwood handle riser, deep narrow handle, leather grip. Italian hemp string.

Straight limbs

No. 609, 1942, 5’ 9” length, weights to 35 lb..
$ 5.50

No. 606, 1942, 5’ 6” length, weights to 30 lb..
$ 4.50

No. 601, 1942, 5’ 0” length, weights to 25 lb..
$ 3.50

Hickory Target and Hunting Bows

Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay, wide spatulate limbs, genuine leather grip, inlaid arrow plate, flexible varnish finish and lay-latex string

No. 503, 1942, 5’ 6” length, weights to 65 lb..
reccurred ends
$ 8.00

No. 502, 1942, 5’ 6” length, weights to 65 lb.

Straight limbs
$ 6.00

Hickory Target Bow

Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay, specially treated genuine leather grip, inlaid arrow plate, flexible varnish and lay-latex string

Straight limbs

No. 501, 1942, 5’ 6” length, weights to 40 lb..
$ 4.50

Youth’s Hickory target Bow

Semi-flat design with beautifully shaped handle riser of contrasting hardwood, two-tone streamline handle, arrow plate, durable varnish and sturdy hemp string
Straight limbs

$ 2.25

Laminated Lemonwood Target Bows

The limbs actually bend backward when unstrung (reflexed)

These bows have been drawn 250 times in the process of manufacture and need no breaking in. Deep, narrow handle, inlaid arrow plate, specially treated wound leather grip, flexible varnish finish and lay-latex string

No. 705, 1942, Silk backed laminated Lemonwood bow

Maximum length 5’ 6’ (shorter length on special order)

weights to 50 lb., straight limbs

$ 16.00

No. 700, 1942, Rawhide Backed Laminated Lemonwood Bow

Modified reflex, the limbs bend back when unstrung, but not as much as the 705.

Maximum length 5’ 6’ 9 (shorter length on special order)

Weights to 50 lb., straight limbs

$12.50

No. 707, 1942, Fiber Backed Laminated Bamboo and Lemonwood Bow

Modified reflexed limbs, the limbs bend backward when unstrung.

MAXIMUM LENGTH 5’ 6” (Shorter lengths on special order)

Weights to 50 lb.

$ 22.50

Yew and Osage Orange target Bows

Osage Orange Target Bow, 1942, No. 900, 6’ 0”, weights to 55 lb..

Straight limbs

$ 27.50

No. 901, 1942, same as 900, except from extra select billets

The above bows, with recurred ends $ 5.00 extra
Rawhide Backing on above bows $ 4.00 extra
Silk Backing on above Bows $ 6.00 extra

Yew target Bow, 1942, No. 910, 6’ 0", weights to 55 lb.
Straight limbs
$ 27.50
No. 911, 1942, same as 910 except, from extra select billets
The above bows, with recurred ends $ 5.00 extra
Rawhide Backing on above bows $ 4.00 extra
Silk Backing on above Bows $ 6.00 extra

Yew and Osage Orange Hunting Bow
Special features Special leather grip that never gets slick, inlaid leather arrow plate, beautifully finished with flexible water-proof varnish and Lay-latex string Equipped with bow case.
No. 902, 1942, Osage Orange Hunting Bow, lengths 5’ 3" to 5’ 8"
weights to 75 lb..( prices on heavier weights on request),
straight limbs
$ 37.50
The above bows, with recurred ends $ 5.00 extra
Rawhide Backing on above bows $ 4.00 extra
Silk Backing on above Bows $ 6.00 extra
No. 912, 1942, Yew Hunting Bow, lengths 5’ 3" to 5’ 8"
Weights to 75 lb. ( heavier weights on request)
Straight limbs
$ 37.50
The above bows, with recurred ends $ 5.00 extra
Rawhide Backing on above bows $ 4.00 extra
Silk Backing on above Bows $ 6.00 extra

Fibre Backed Bamboo and Lemonwood Laminated Hunting Bow

Full length tough bamboo laminated with lemonwood and backed with fibre for added protection to withstand adverse conditions so often found in hunting.

No. 717, 1942, Fiber Back Bamboo and Lemonwood Laminated Hunting Bow

Maximum length 5’ 6”, weights to 65 lb..

Straight limbs

$ 22.50

Howard Hill Bamboo Bows

The patented construction of this bow (patent No. 2,256,946) permits the use of only the hard outside shell of the bamboo in full length strips which are tapered from the handle to the ends of the bow. The natural contour of the bamboo is followed in gluing and is protected by a backing of vulcanized fibre. Deep narrow handle with special leather grip and built in arrow rest.

Howard Hill Bamboo Bow, No. 931, 1942, Length ?, weights to 65 lb..

straight limbs

$ 60.00

Howard Hill Bamboo Bow, No. 932, 1942, Length ?, weights to 100 lb..

Straight limbs

$ 75.00

Flight Bows

Gracefully recurred, perfect tillering and smooth action make them tournament winners. The grain is religiously followed in these bows. As further insurance they are backed with silk.

Not made in lengths over 5’ 2’

Osage Flight Bow, silk backed, No. 921, 1942

Recurred ends

$ 37.50

Yew Flight Bow, silk backed, No. 923, 1942

Recurred ends
$ 37.50

For Sinew backing on either of the above bows, add $ 5.00

Osage Orange Target Bows

Grain followed religiously, Deep narrow handle, inlaid arrow plate, Wound leather grip, Lay-latex string.

Osage Orange Target Bow, 1944, No. 900, lengths to 6’0”

straight limbs
Weights to 55 lbs

Inlaid arrow plate( long, pointed at top), wound leather grip

Price $ 27.50

Above bow with recurved ends $ 5.00 extra

Above bow with Rawhide backing $ 4.00 extra

Above bow with Sik backing $ 6.00 extra

Osage Orange Target Bow, 1944, No. 901, lengths to 6’0”

Made with extra select billets

Straight limbs
Weights to 55 lbs

Inlaid arrow plate( long, pointed at top), wound leather grip

Price $ 35.00

Above bow with recurved ends $ 5.00 extra

Above bow with Rawhide backing $ 4.00 extra

Above bow with Sik backing $ 6.00 extra

Yew Target Bow

Grain carefully followed and tillered in beautiful flowing lines. Deep harrow handle, inlail arroe plate, wound leather grip, Lay-latex string.

Cloth case Lenght to 6’0” and weights to 55 lbs.

Yew target Bow, 1944, No. 910, lenght to 6’0”

Straight Limbs
Weights to 55 lbs
Inlaid arrow plate (long, pointed at top), wound leather grip

Price $35.00

Above bow with recurved ends $5.00 extra

Above bow with rawhide backing $4.00 extra

Above bow with Sik backing $6.00 extra

Yew target Bow, 1944, No. 911, length to 6'0"

Made from extra select billets

Straight Limbs

Weights to 55 lbs

Inlaid arrow plate (long, pointed at top), wound leather grip

Price $35.00

Above bow with recurved ends $5.00 extra

Above bow with rawhide backing $4.00 extra

Above bow with Sik backing $6.00 extra

Laminated Lemonwood Bow, 1944, No. 700, 5’3” or 5’6”

Modified reflex limbs

Weights to 50 lbs

Two laminations of lemonwood with rawhide backing

Inlaid arrow plate (long, pointed at top), wound leather grip

When unstrung limbs angle forward

Bow was draw at least 250 times during manufacture and needs no "break in"

Price $12.50

Laminated Bamboo and Lemonwood Tournament Bow, 1944, No. 707, 5’3” or 5’6”

Straight limbs

Weights to 50 lbs

Full length bamboo back laminated with lemonwood. White Vulcanized fiber backing. Modified reflex limbs

Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip.
When unstrung limbs angle forward
Price $ 22.50

Fiber Backed target Bow, 1944, No. 756, 5’ 0"
Straight limbs
Weights to 35 lbs. at 26 inches
Lemonwood backed with white fibre for beauty and ruggedness
Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip
Price $ 6.00

Lemonwood Target Bow, 1944, No. 601, 5’0”
Straight limbs
Weights to 30 lbs
Constrasting handle riser, stamped arrow plate
Genuine leather grip
Price $ 3.50

Lemonwood Target Bow, 1944, No. 606, 5’6”
Straight limbs
Weights to 35 lbs for draw lengths 26 inches and under
Constrasting handle riser, stamped arrow plate
Genuine leather grip
Price $ 4.50

Deluxe Lemonwood Bow, 1944, No. 756, 5’6”
Weights to 40 lbs for draw lengths 27 inches or less
Narrow deep handle, inlaid arrow plate
Wound leather grip
Price $ 6.00

Supreme Fiber backed Bow, 1944, No. 766, 5’6”

Straight limbs

Weights to 45 lbs for arrow lengths 28 inches or less

Narrow deep handle with colorful overlay

Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip

Price $ 7.00

Supreme Fiber backed Bow, 1944, No. 769, 5’9”

Straight limbs

Backing with White Vulcanized fiber

Weights to 45 lbs for arrow lengths 28 -30 inches

Narrow deep handle with colorful overlay

Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip

Price $ 8.00

Osage Orange Hunting Bow, 1944, No. 1944, No. 902, 5’8”

Straight limbs

Weights to 75 lbs

Made of matched billets. Designed to shoot heavy arrows on a flat trajectory. Each bow is pulled at least 250 times during manufacture.

Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip.

Special dull waterproof varnish finish

Cloth case

Price $ 37.50

The above bow with recurved ends $ 5.00 extra

The above bow with rawhide backing $ 4.00 extra

The above bow with silk backing $ 6.00 extra

Yew Hunting Bow, 1944, No. 912, 5’ 8”
Straight limbs
Weights to 75 lbs
Made of matched high altituted Yew billets. Designed for maximum cast with heavy arrows. Fiber plates reinforce the nocks.
Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip.
Special dull waterproof varnish finish
Cloth case.
Price $37.50
The above bow with recurved ends $5.00 extra
The above bow with rawhide backing $4.00 extra
The above bow with silk backing $6.00 extra

Laminated Bamboo and Lemonwood Hunting Bow, 1944, No. 717, 5’3” or 5’6”
Modified reflex limbs (limbs angle forward when unstrung)
Weights 45 to 65 lbs.
Full length tough bamboo laminated lemonwood and backed with Vulcanized fiber.
Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip
Dull waterproof finish
Price $22.50

Yew Target Bows
Deep narrow handles, inlaid arrow plates. wound leather grip, Lay-latex strings, arrow rest at no extra cost
Made from matched high elevation Yew billets
Oregon Yew Target Bow, 1945, No. 910, lengths to 5’ 8”
Weights to 55 lbs
$32.50
Oregon Yew target Bow, 1945, No. 911, lengths to 5’ 8”
Weights to 55 lbs.
Same as 910 except made with extra select billets
$ 40.00
For recurved ends on bow 910 or 911 Add $ 6.00
For rawhide backing on bow 910 or 911 add $ 4.00
For Fortisan Backing on bow 910 or 911 add $ 6.00

Osage Orange Bows
Deep narrow handles, inlaid arrow plates, wound leather grips, Lay-latex strings, Cloth cases, Arrowrest available at no extra cost.
Made from seasoned billets of the finest Osage orange
Osage Orange Tournament Bow, 1945, No. 900, lengths to 5’ 8"
Weights to 55 lbs.
$ 32.50
Osage Orange Tournament Bow, 1945, No. 901, lengths to 5’ 8"
Weights to 55 lbs.
Same as 900 except made from extra billets
$ 40.00

Laminated Lemonwood Bows
Two laminations of lemonwood and a rawhide back. Drawn at least 250 times during manufacture, needs no breaking in. Deep narrow handle, inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip, Lay-latex string. Modified reflex limbs
Laminated Lemonwood Bow, 1945, No. 700, length 5’ 6"
Weights to 50 lbs
$ 16.00
Laminated lemonwood Bow, 1945, No. 705, 5’ 6"
Weights to 50 lbs
same as 700 with Foristan backing
$ 20.00
Laminated Lemonwood Bow, 1945, No. 707, 5’ 6”
Weights to 50 lbs
Same as 700 with bamboo backing
$22.50

Deluxe Fiber-Backed Bows

Excellent lemonwood bows with two-toned backings of Black overlaid with White vulcanized fibre. Deep
narrrows, two toned handle risers, inlaid arrow plates, Lay-latex strings.

Deluxe Fiber-Backed Bow, 1945, No. 770, 5’ 6”
Weights to 45 lbs
Straight limbs
$9.45

Deluxe Fiber-Backed Bow, 1945, No. 771, 5’ 0”
Weights to 35 lbs
Straight limbs
$8.45

Lemonwood Fibre-Backed Bows

Lemonwood bows, backings of White vulcanized fiber. Narrow, deep handles with colorful overlays, inlaid
arrow plates, Lay-latex strings.

Lemonwood Fibre-Backed Bow, 1945, No. 765, 5’ 0”
Weights to 35 lbs
Straight limbs
$6.45

Lemonwood Fibre-Backed Bow, 1945, No. 766, 5’ 6”
Weights to 45 lbs
Straight limbs
$7.95

Lemonwood Fibre-Backed Bow, 1945, No. 769, 5’ 9”
Weights to 45 lbs
Straight limbs
$ 8.45

Lemonwood Bows
A light series of bows designed for beginners. Genuine leather handle grips, stamped arrow plates, and contrasting hardwood handle risers. Lay-latex strings
Lemonwood Bow, 1945, No. 504, 4’ 6"
Weight 12 to 15 lbs.
Straight limbs
$ 2.75
Lemonwood Bow, 1945, No. 601, 5’ 0"
Weights to 30 lbs
Straight limbs
$ 3.95
Lemonwood Bow, 1945, No. 606, 5’ 6"
Weights to 35 lbs
Straight limbs
$ 4.95

Hickory Target Bow
Hard shooting Hickory with plenty of toughness and stamina. Inlaid arrow plates, leather grips, Lay-latex strings, hand tillered
Hickory target Bow, 1945, No. 501, 5’ 6"
Weights to 40 lbs
Straight limbs
$ 4.95

Junior Hickory Bow
Hand tillered, handle riser of contrasting hardwood, stamped arrow plate, genuine leather grip, Lay-latex string.

Junior Hickory Bow, 1945, No. 500, length (unknown)

Weights to 30 lbs.

Straight limbs

$ 2.95

Yew Hunting Bows

Yew billets designed for greatest cast with heavy arrows. Fiber plates the hocks. Perfectly tillered, inlaid arrow plates, wound leather grip, cloth bow case.

Yew Hunting bow, 1945, No. 912, lengths to 5’ 8"

Weights to 75 lbs

Straight limbs

$ 42.50

Note: for each additional 5 lbs or fraction thereof add $ 5.00

For recurved ends, add $ 6.00

For rawhide backing, add $ 4.00

For Fortisan backing, add $ 6.00

Osage Hunting Bows

Finished with special water proof varnish. Made of finest matched billets. Tillered and designed to produce a bow to shoot heavy arrows. Each bow is pulled at least 250 times at the factory. Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip, cloth case.

Osage Hunting Bow, 1945, No. 902, lengths to 5’ 8"

Weights to 75 lbs

Straight limbs

$ 42.50

Note: for each additional 5 pound or fraction thereof over 75 lbs add $ 5.00

For recurved ends, add $ 6.00
For rawhide backing, add $ 4.00
For Forstisan backing, add $ 6.00

Laminated Lemonwood Bows

Modified reflex limbs. Tough rawhide backing on laminations of lemonwood. Deep narrow handle, Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip.

Laminated lemonwood Bow, 1945, No. 702, 5’ 6"
Weights to 65 lbs
Straight limbs
$ 17.50

Laminated Lemonwood Bow, 1945, No 704, 5’ 6"
weights to 65 lbs
Straight limbs
Same as 702 except with Fortisan backing
$ 22.50

Hickory Hunting Bow
extra wide bow made from select hickory. Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip, deep handle.

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1945, No. 502, 5’ 6"
Weights to 65 lbs
Straight limbs
$ 6.95

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1945, No 503, 5’ 6"
Weights to 65 lbs.
Same as 502 except recurved ends
$ 10.45

Lemonwood Fibre Back Bow, 1949, No. 756, 5’0"
Straight limbs
Weights to 30 lbs.
Lemonwood limbs backed with White Vulcanized fibre
Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip
Narrow deep handle with colorful overlays
Lay-latex string
Price $11.00
Lemonwood Fibre Back Bow, 1949, No. 766, 5’6”

Straight limbs
Weights to 40 lbs.
Lemonwood limbs backed with White Vulcanized fibre
Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip
Narrow deep handle with colorful overlays
Lay-latex string
Price $12.00
Lemonwood Fibre Back Bow, 1949, No. 756, 5’9”

Straight limbs
Weights to 45 lbs.
Lemonwood limbs backed with White Vulcanized fibre
Inlaid arrow plate, wound leather grip
Narrow deep handle with colorful overlays
Lay-latex string
Price $13.00
Deluxe Lemonwood Bow, 1949, No. 756, 5’6”

Straight limbs
Weights to 35 lbs.
Carefully tillered lemonwood limbs
Constrasting wood handle riser
Genuine wrapped leather grip
Inlaid arrow plate
Lay-latex string
Price ?

Lemonwood Hunting Bow, 1949, No. 701, 5’6"
Straight limbs
Weights to 65 lbs.
Lemonwood limbs made on a wide pattern, backed with Black Vulcanized fibre for added strength.
Deep narrow handle, with wound leather grip
Inlaid arrow plate
Price ?

Hickory Target Bow, 1949, No. 501, 5’6"
Straight limbs
Weights to 40 lbs
Leather grips
Lay-latex string
Price $?

Hickory Target Bow, 1949, No. 501-R, 5’6"
Recurved limbs
Weights to 40 lbs
Leather grip
Lay-latex string
Price $6.75

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1949, No. 503, 5’6"
Recurved limbs
Weights to 65 lbs
Wide spatulate limbs, flexible varnish finish
Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay.
Stamped arrow plate
Genuine leather handle grip
Price ?

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1949, No. 502, 5’6"
Straight limbs
Weights to 65 lbs
Wide spatulate limbs, flexible varnish finish
Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay.
Stamped arrow plate
Genuine leather handle grip
Price ?

Lemonwood Fiber Back bow, 1953, No. 766, 5’ 6", weights to 35 lbs
Straight limbs, backed with white vulcanized fiber
Price $12.00

Lemonwood Fiber Back bow, 1953, No. 769, 5’ 9", weights to 40 lbs
Straight limbs, backed with white vulcanized fiber
Price $ 13.00

Lemonwood Self Back Bows
Beginners bows, finished with genuine leather grip, inlaid arrowplate, hand-tillered with hardwood handle risers. Lay-latex strings

Lemonwood Self Back bow, 1953, No. 601, 5’ 0", weights to 25 lbs
Straight limbs
Price $ 6.00
Lemonwood Self Back Bow, 1953, No. 606, 5’6”, weights to 30 lbs

Straight limbs
Price $ 7.50

Hickory Target Bows
An inexpensive bow for camps, schools and commercial ranges. Will stand up to rough treatment. Inlaid arrowplate, hand tillered, leather grips, Lay-latex strings

Hickory target Bow, 1953, No. 501, 5’6”

Straight limbs
Weights to 35 lbs.
Price $ 7.50

Hickory Target Bow, 1953, No. 501-R, 5’6”

Recurve limbs
Weights to 35 lbs
Price $ 10.00

Junior Hickory Bows
A bow for teen-agers. Hand tillered, handle riser of contrasting hardwood. Inlaid arrowplate, attractive grip. Lay-latex string

Junior Hickory Bow, 1953, No. 500, 5’0”

Straight limbs
Weights to 30 lbs
Price $ 5.00

Junior Hickory Bow, 1953, No. 500-R, 5’0”

Recurve limbs
Weights to 30 lbs
Price $ 6.50
Junior Hickory Bow, 1953, No. 504, 4’6"
Recurve limbs
Weights to 15 lbs
Price $3.50

Training Bow, 1953, No. 775, length?
Straight limbs
Weights 7 to 10 lbs
Has arrow attached to string. Can be drawn and released. Arrow marked in inches to determine draw length.
Price $3.00

Fiberglass "take Down", 1954, No. 302, 5’ 0"
Weights 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 lbs at 26 inches
Straight limbs.
Break down length 2’ 73/4" Fits together at handle
Metal handle
Right or left handed
Price ?

Fiberglass "Take Down", 1954, No. 304, 5’ 4"
Weights 40, 45, 50, 55, and 60 lbs at 28 inches
Olive green, gloss finish up to 50 lbs, non-gloss over 50 lbs.
Tips have slight recurve looks like a long bow when strung
Break down length 2’ 9" Fits together at handle
Leather cushioned arrow rest, right or left handed

Price ?

Fiberglass "Take Down", 1954, No. 306, 5’ 6"
Weights 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70,75, 80 and 85 lbs at 28 inches
semi-recurve limbs
Gloss finish up to 50 lbs, non-gloss over 50 lbs.
Color Cowhorn
Horsehide grip. leather cushioned arrow rest, right or left handed
Break down lenght 2’ 10 1/2"
Price ?

Hickory Hunting Bows
Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay, wide spatulate limbs, genuine leather grip, molded plastic arrow rest, flexible varnish finish and lay-latex string
Recurved Hickory bow, 1954, No. 503, 5’ 6", 55 to 65 lbs.
Price ?
503-1 recurved Hickory Hunting Bow, 1954, 40 to 50 lbs
Price ?
502 same as above with straight limbs, 1954, 55 to 65 lbs.
Price ?
502-1 Same as above with straight ends, 1954 40 to 50 lbs
Price ?

Lemonwood Hunting Bow, 1954, No. 701, 5’ 6"
Straight limbs, reinforced with fiberglass
Weights to 65 lbs.
Deep narrow handle with contrasting overlay
Genuine leather wound grip

Price ?

Lemonwood Fiber Back Bows


Lemonwood bow, 1954, no. 765. 5’ 0”, weights to 30 lbs at 25 inches

Lemonwood bow, 1954, No. 766, 5’ 6”, weights to 35 lbs at 26 inches

Lemonwood bow, 1954, No. 1954, 5’ 9”, weights to 40 lbs at 28 inches

Lemonwood Self Back Bows

A light series of bows designed especially for beginners. Finished with genuine leather grip, inlaid arrowplates, hand tillered with contrasting hardwood handle risers. Lay-latex linen string

Lemonwood self back bow, 1954, no. 601, 5’ 0”, weights to 25 lbs at 25" inches. Price ?

Lemonwood self back bow, 1954, No. 606. 5’ 6", weights to 30 lbs at 26 inches. Price ?

Junior Hickory Bows


Junior Hickory Bow, 1954, No. 500, 5’ 0", weights 30 lbs.

Straight limbs

Price ?

Junior Hickory Bow, 1954, No. 500-R, 5; 0", weights to 30 lbs

Recurved Limbs

Price ?

Junior Hickery Bow, 1954, No. 504, 4’ 6", weight 15 lbs

straight limbs
Training Bow, 1954, No. 775, length?
Weight 7 to 10 lbs.
Equipped with arrow attached to string which enable drawing, anchoring and actual releasing. Arrow is marked in inches. Used to correctly fit arrows.

Hickory Target Bows
An inexpensive bow for camps, schools and commercial ranges. Inlaid arrowplates, hand-tillered leather grips. Lay-latex strings

Hickory target bow, 1954, No. 501, 5’6”, weights to 35 lbs at 26”
Straight limbs, Price?

Hickory Target Bow, 1954, No. 501-R, 5’ 6”, weights to 35 lbs at 26”
Recurved limbs, Price?

Fiberglass "take Down", 1955, No. 302, 5’ 0”
Weights 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 lbs at 26 inches
Straight limbs.
Break down length 2’ 73/4” Fits together at handle
Metal handle
Right or left handed
Price?

Fiberglass "Take Down", 1955, No. 304, 5’ 4”
Weights 40, 45, 50, 55, and 60 lbs at 28 inches
Olive green, gloss finish up to 50 lbs, non-gloss over 50 lbs.
Tips have slight recurve looks like a long bow when strung
Break down length 2’ 9” Fits together at handle
Leather cushioned arrow rest, right or left handed
Price?
Fiberglass "Take Down", 1955, No. 306, 5’ 6”
Weights 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80 and 85 lbs at 28 inches
semi-recurve limbs
Gloss finish up to 50 lbs, non-gloss over 50 lbs.
Color Cowhorn
Horsehide grip. leather cushioned arrow rest, right or left handed
Break down length 2’ 10 1/2”
Price ?

Hickory Hunting Bows, 1955, No. 503-1, 5’ 6”
Recurved tips
Weights 40, 45, and 50 lbs at 28 inches
Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay
wide spatulate limbs, genuine leather grip
Molded plastic arrow rest, flexible varnish finish
Lay-latex string
Price ?
Hickory Hunting Bow, 1955, No. 502, 5’ 6”
Straight limbs
Weights 55, 60, and 65 lbs.
Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay
wide spatulate limbs, genuine leather grip
Molded plastic arrow rest, flexible varnish finish
Lay-latex string
Price ?

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1955, No. 502-1, 5’ 6”
Straight limbs
Weights 40, 45, and 50 lbs.
Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay
Wide spatulate limbs, genuine leather grip
Molded plastic arrow rest, flexible varnish finish
Lay-latex string
Price ?

Glass Powered Bow, 1955, No. 701, 5’ 6"
Straight limbs
Weights 45, 50, 55, 60, and 65 lbs.
Narrow deep handle with colorful overlays
Wound leather grip
Lemonwood bow Backed with fiberglass
Genuine Leather grip. Moulded plastic arrow rest
Price ?

Glass Powered Bow, 1955, No. 702, 5’ 6"
Straight limbs
Weights 25, 30, 35, and 40 lbs.
Narrow deep handle with colorful overlays
Wound leather grip
Lemonwood bow Backed with fiberglass
Genuine Leather grip. Moulded plastic arrow rest
Price

Glass Powered Bow, 1955, No. 703, 5’ 0"
Straight limbs
weights 20, 25, 30 and 35 lbs. at 26 inches

Narrow deep handle with colorful overlays

Wound leather grip

Lemonwood bow Backed with fiberglass

Genuine Leather grip. Moulded plastic arrow rest

Price

Junior Hickory Bows


Lay-latex linen string Weights measured at 26 inches

No. 500, 1955, length 5’, weights 20, 25, and 30 lbs

No. 500-R, 1955, same as above except recurved, weights 20,25, and 30 lbs.

No. 504, 1955, same design as above 4’ 6”, weight approximately 15 lbs.

Hickory Target Bows

These bows are ideal for camps, schools, and commercial ranges.

Moulded plastic arrow rest, hand tillered, leather grips

Lay-latex string

Weights measured at 26 inches

No. 501, 1955, Length 5’ 6", weights 25, 30, and 35 lbs

No. 501-R, 1955, same as above with recurved ends, Weights 25, 30, and 35 lbs

Price

Ben Pearson Window bow, 1957, no. 976, 66 inches

Ben Pearson Window bow, 1957, no. 979, 69 inches

Recurve td

Weight to 75 lb.

Take-down handle leather covered
cream colored wood in handle
Handle angled to fit hand, angled to the right Limbs fit together at the handle

$ ?

Recurred Take-down, 1957, no. 950, 60 inches, to 65 lb.
Recurred Take-down, 1957, No. 954, 64 inches, to 75 lb.
Recurve
Cream colored wood in the handle
limbs fit together in the handle, has a leather wrapped handle
Just like the Bushmaster, but too early to have a name

$ ?

Straight end Take-down, 1957, No. 956, 66 inches, Weights to 65 lb.
Straight end Take-down, 1957. No. 969, 69 inches, Weights to 75 lb.
dark glass

cream colored handle
Leather wrapped straight handle

$ ?

Hickory Hunting Bows
Deep narrow handle with contrasting hardwood overlay, wide sparulate limbs, genuine leather grip, inlaid arrowplate, flexible varnish finish and Lay-latex string.

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1953, No. 503, 5’ 6", Weights 55 to 65 lbs
Recurved limbs
Price $ 16.00

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1953, No. 503-1, 5’ 6", Weights 40 to 50 lbs
Recurved limbs
Price $ 12.50

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1953, No. 502, 5’ 6", Weights 55 to 65 Lbs
Straight limbs

Price $12.00

Hickory Hunting Bow, 1953, No. 502-1, 5’ 6", Weights 40 to 50 lbs
Straight limbs

Price $10.00

Lemonwood bow, 1953, No. 701, 5’ 6", weights ?
straight limbs, Glass Fiber backed

Price $ 16.00

Lemonwood Fiber Back Bows

Select lemonwood bows backed with white vulcanized fiber. Narrow, deep handles, with colorful overlays, inlaid arrowplates, wound leather grips. Hand-tillered. Lay-latex linen string

Lemonwood Fiber Back Bow, 1953, No. 765, 5’0", weights to 30 lbs
Straight limbs, backed with white vulcanized fiber

Price $ 11.00

Straight end One-piece, 1957, No. 966, 66 inches, weights to 65 lb.

Straight end One-piece, 1957. Mo. 969, 69 inches, Weights to 75 lb.

Dark glass

leather wrapped, straight handle

cream colored wood handle

limbs fit together at the handle

$ ?

Just like the take down, except one-piece bows
Lemonwood hunting or field bow, 1957, No. 701, 66 inches

Straight limb

45,50,55,60,65 lb.

Cuban Lemonwood reinforced with fiberglass

Straight handle, leather wrap with molded plastic rest

$?

Lemonwood Target bow, 1957, No. 702, 66 inches, 25,30,36,40 lb.

Lemonwood Target bow, 1957, No. 703, 60 inches, 20,25,30,35 at 26 inches

Straight limb

Fiberglass reinforced Cuban Lemonwood, limbs

Wound leather grip with molded plastic arrow rest Dark glass

$?

Fiberglass take-down, 1957, No. 304, 64 inches

Straight limbs 40,45,50,55,60,65 lb.

dark glass

Cream colored wood handle Shortest of the laminate version of the Bushmaster type bows

Leather wrapped handle Limbs fit in at handle

$?

Fiberglass Take-down target bow, 1957, No. 302, 60 inches

Straight limbs

20,25,30,35,40 Lb. measured at 26 inches

Black metal handle

Limbs fit into metal handle

Solid fiberglass limbs
Junior-Jet, 1957, No. 331, 48 inch
Recurve
15 lb. at 20 inches
Molded plastic handle

$?
(See image below)

Jet, 1957, No. 333, 54 inches Recurve
20 lb. at 24 inches
Molded plastic handle

$?
(See image below)

Power-Jet. 1957, No. 334, 60 inches Straight limbs
35 lb. at 26 inches
Molded plastic handle

$?
(See image below)

Super-Jet, 1957, No. 335, 60 inches
Recurve
20, 25, 30, 35, 40 at 26 inches
Molded plastic handle

$?
(See image below)

Strato-Jet, 1957, No. 337, 66 inches Recurve
30, 35, 40 at 28 inches
Molded plastic handle

$ ?

(See image below)

Strato-Jet, 1957, No. 339, 66 inches
Recurve
40,45,55 Lb.
Molded plastic handle

$ ?

Hickory Hunting bow, 1957, No. 503, 66 inches, 55,60,65 lb.
Hickory Hunting bow, 1957, No. 503-1, 66 inches, 40,45,50 lb.
Recurve
Wide spatulate hickory limbs
Leather wrap handle, molded plastic rest

$ ?

Hickory Hunting bow, 1957, No. 502, 55,60,65 lb.
Hickory Hunting bow, 1957, No. 502-1 40,45,50 lb.
Straight limbs
Wide Spatulate Hickory limbs, with molded plastic arrow rest
Wrapped leather handle

$ ?

Hickory Target bow, 1957, No. 501, 66 inches, Straight end Hickory bow
Hickory Target bow, 1957, No. 501-R, 66 inches, Recurred hickory bow
25,30,35 lb. measured at 26 inches
Leather wrapped Straight handle with molded plastic arrow rest

$?

Junior Hickory bow, 1957, No. 500, Straight end bow
Junior Hickory bow, 1057, No. 500-R Recurve bow

25,30,35 lb. measured at 26 inches
60 inches length
Leather wrap straight handle, molded plastic arrow rest

$?

Note: 1958 is the first year Ben Pearson Archery put names on bows
Palomino, 1958, No. 971, 66 inches,
Recurve
Weights to 75 lb.
Form fitting Pistol grip leather wrapped grip
Colorful hardwood Transverse and parallel laminations around a core
Extra high full view sight window
Red glass

$?

Safari, 1958, No. 972, 66 inches
Semi-working Recurve limbs
Weights to 75 lb.
Glass color
Laminated hardwood (Black and white strips) Straight leather wrapped handle (Black leather)

$?

Bushmaster, 1958, No. 979, 69 inches
Bushmaster, 1958, No. 976, 66 inches
Semi-Working Recurve limbs
Weights to 75 lb.
Glass color
Select multi-colored hardwoods in handle (Black and white laminations) Offset and angled handle section to provide a full view sight window Limbs fit into handle section
$ ?

Cobra, 1958, No. 950, 60 inches Cobra, 1958, No. 954, 64 inches
Short working Recurve limbs
Weights to 75 Lb.
Glass color
Cream colored, leather wrapped offset handle Limbs fit together at handle section
Comes with carrying case
$ ?

Cougar, 1958, No. 964, 64 inches
Semi-Reflexed limbs and tapered over draw Weights to 50 lb.
Form fitting leather grip with Dual arrow rest
Select hardwood core (no laminations) light colored wood
$ ?

Javelina, 1958, No. 974, 66 inches
Semi-working Recurve limbs, bold sculptured overdraw
Glass color (I think red)
Self-aligning contour spiral wound leather handle
Cream colored wood handle
$ ?
Tiger, 1958, No. 701, 66 inches
Semi-reflexed limb design
45 to 65 lb.
Cuban Lemonwood with fiberglass backing
Straight limbs design with spiral wound leather handle with sight window
$ ?

Panther, 1958, No. 304, 64 inches
Panther, 1948, No. 305, 64 inches, same as 304 with slight imperfections
Semi-Recurve Td
40-45-50-55-60-65 lb.
solid glass take-down limbs
Leather covered metal handle, Arrow rest for left or right handed
Top limbs fits into bottom limb at the handle
comes with carrying bag
$ ?

Collegian, 1958, No. 703, 60 inches, 20,25,30,35 lb. measured at 26 inches
Cuban Lemonwood backed with fiberglass
Straight limbs, semi reflexed design
dark glass
spiral wound leather handle, straight grip, sight window with arrow shelf
$ ?
Deerslayer, 1958, 503, 66 inches, 55,69,65 lb.
Deerslayer, 1958, 503-1, 66 inches, 40,45,50 lb.
Static-Recurve limbs
hickory
Spiral wound leather straight handle, with sight window and arrow shelf
Hickory version of the collegian
$ ?

Strato-Jet, 1958, No. 339, 66 inches
Recurve
50,55,60 lb.
solid fiberglass limbs
Molded plastic handle
$ ?

Strato-Jet, 1958, No. 337, 66 inches Recurve
40,35,40,45, Lb.
Solid fiberglass
Molded plastic handle
$ ?

Super-Jet, 1958, No. 335, 60 inches 20,25,30,35,40 lb. measured at 26 inches
Recurve
Solid glass limbs
molded plastic handle
$ ?

Power-Jet, 1968, No. 334, 60 inches Straight limbs
20, 25, 30, 40 measured at 26 inches
Solid fiberglass limbs
Molded plastic handle
$ ?

Jet, 1958, No. 444, 54 inches Recurve
20 lb. at 24 inches
Solid fiberglass limbs
Molded plastic handles
Has simulated spiral wound plastic handle
$ ?

Junior-Jet, 1958, No. 331 49 inches
Recurve
15 lb. at 20 inches
Solid fiberglass limbs
Molded plastic handle
Simulated spiral wound plastic leather handle
$ ?

Mustang, 1959, No. 975, 62 inches,
40 to 75 Lb.
red glass, laminated handle, long flat handle, semi-pistol grip, Recurve
$ 59.50

Arabian, 1959, no. 977, 54 inches
40 to 75 lb.,
cream colored glass Recurve,
pistol grip, laminated handle

$ 69.50

**Palomino**, 1959, No. 970, 69 inches, 35 to 65 lb.

**Palomino**, 1959, No. 971, 66 inches, 30 to 65 lb.

**Palomino**, 1959, No. 973, 62 inches, 25 to 55 lb.,

Recurve, straight limbs that curve at the tips, laminated handle

green glass

Recurve,

$69.50

Leather wrapped handle

**Safari**, 1959, No. 968, 66 inches

30 to 60 lb.

Recurve

green glass, leather wrapped laminated handle,( black and light wood)

$ 49.50

**Cougar**, 1959, no. 962, Single sight window, 64 inches

**Cougar**, 1959, no, 964, dual sight window, 64 inches

30 to 55 lb.

tan glass

leather wrapped, light colored wood handle,

No. 962 $ 24.95

No. 964 $ 27.95

**Javelin**, 1959, No. 966, 66 inches
semi-working Recurve
30 to 60 lb., laminated handle, (brown and white),
semi-pistol grip Tan glass
$ 39.50

**Colt, 1959, No. 960, 60 inches**
semi-Recurve
20 to 40 lb., measured at 26 inches
red glass
straight leather wrapped handle
Brown wood handle, has sight window
$ 19.95

**Bushmaster, 1959, No. 976, 68 inches**
recurred limbs
30 to 65 lb.
leather covered straight handle, laminated wood handle (black and white)
tan glass
Take down slides together at the handle, handle is angled to the side.
$ 59.50

**Bobcat, 1959, No. 301, 60 inches**
**Bobcat, 1959, no. 303, 60 inches**, the same as the 301 only with slight imperfections
20, 25, 30, 35, 40 lb., draw weights measured at 26 inches
semi-reflexed limbs, brown glass, black metal handle take-down solid fiberglass bow that slides together at the handle.
No. 301 $ 13.95
No. 303 $ 9.95
Tiger, No. 701, 1959, 66 inches, 45 to 55 lb.,

Collegian No. 702, 1959 66 inches, 25-30-35-40 lb.,

Collegian No. 703, 1959, 60 inches, 20-25-30-35 lb. Lemonwood bows with glass backing

straight limbs, sight window

leather wrapped straight handle

No 701 $ 17.95
No 702 $ 13.95
No. 703 $ 12.95

These are all wood bows

Deerslayer, 1959, no. 503, 68 inches, 45-50-55 lb.


No. 503 $ 15.95
No. 501 $ 11.95
No. 500 $ 8.95


Strato-Jet, 1959 No. 337, 66 inches, 30-35-50 lb. $ 15.95

semi-working Recurve limbs, solid glass bows, plastic handles dual arrow rest

Super-jet, 1959, no. 336, semi-working limbs, right handle sight window, solid fiber glass, plastic handle, 20-25-30-35-40 lb. $ 12.95

Super-jet, 1959, No. 335, semi-working limbs, dual arrow rest, 20-25-30-35-40 measured at 26 inches, solid fiberglass bow $ 12.95

power-jet, 1959, No. 334, straight

Mustang, 1960, No. 975, 5' 2"

Extra wide long working recurved limbs

40 to 75 lbs weight range
Red glass
Full-view sight window, carpeted arrow rest, leather arrow plate, extra wide overdraw and comfortable semi-pistol grip

Leather arrow plate and carpeted arrow rest

$ ?

**Black Mustang, 1960, 978, 5’ 2”**

Same as 975 except with solid black ebony finish

( only offered in 1960)

**Arabian, 1960, No. 977, 4’ 6”**

weights 40 to 75 lbs
duo-flex design with extra wide full working limbs, full view sight window, carpeted arrow rest, extra wide overdraw and pistol grip

Multi colored laminated handle

Leather arrow plate and carpeted arrow rest

White glass

$ ?

**Palomino, 1960, No. 970, 5’ 8”**

weights 35 to 65 lbs.

Extra wide twist resistant long working limbs

Extra high full view sight window

Red glass on back, green glass on front

Multi-colored hardwood, laminated both transverse and parallel within the handle section

Leather arrow plate and carpeted arrow rest

Form fitting pistol grip

$ ?

(See image below)

**Palomino, 1960, No. 971, 5’ 6”, weights 30 to 65 lbs**
Otherwise like 970

$ ?

(See image below)

**Palomino**, 1960, No. 973, 5’ 2”, weights 25 to 55 lbs

Otherwise like 970

$ ?

**Blond Palomino**, 1960, 969, 5,8” weights 35 to 65 lbs.

Same as 970 except solid Blond finish

( only offered in 1960)

$ ?

**Pinto**, 1960, No. 972, 5’ 6"

Weights 30 to 65 lbs.

Extra wide long working recurved limbs

White glass

Full view sight window

Pistol grip

Multi-colored hardwood handle

Leather arrow plate and carpeted arrow rest

( first year for Pinto)

$ ?

**Javelina**, 1960, No. 966, 5’ 6"

Weight 30 to 60 lbs

Semi-working recurved limbs
Full view sight window
Form fitting grip
Green glass Natural colored laminated hardwood handle
Leather arrow plate and carpeted arrow rest

Stallion, 1960, No. 974, 5’ 6”
Weight 30 to 70 lbs
Extra wide long working recurved limbs
Extra wide over draw
Leather arrow plate and carpeted arrow rest
Semi- pistol grip
Multi-colored hardwood handle( black and white)

Cougar, 1960, No. 964, 5’ 4”
Weight 30 to 55 lbs

Cougar, 1960, No. 962, 5’ 4”
Weight 30 to 65 Lbs.
Semi-reflexed limbs
Single sight window(either left or right)
Cream colored glass
Hardwoods handle( light colored wood)
Genuine leather form fitting grip

$(?)

(See image below)
Dual arrow rest (can be shot left or right handed)
Cream colored glass
Hardwood handle (light colored wood)
Genuine leather form fitting grip
?

**Colt**, 1960, No. 960, 5’ 0”

weight 20 to 40 lbs.
White glass
Semi--working Recurve design
Full view sight window
Brown and white hardwood laminations in handle
?

**Filly**, 1960, No. 5’ 0”,

Weights 20, 25,30 lbs at 26"
White glass
Brown hardwood handle
Semi-working Recurve limbs
Full view sight window
?

**Bobcat Take-down**, 1960, No. 301, 5’ 0”

Weights 20-25-30-35-40 lbs measured at 26 "
Either right or left handed
Semi-reflexed limbs
Handle was metal, had a diamond shape in the center
**Collegian Lemonwood Bow**, 1960, No. 702, 5’ 6”

Weights 25-30-35-40 lbs.

Straight limb design, Cuban lemonwood backed with fiberglass

Full view sight window

Carpeted arrow rest, leather arrow plate

Leather wrapper grip

$ ?

**Hickory Bows**

Static recurved limbs, reinforced with hardwood center lamination

Bold sculptured overdraw, full view sight window

Genuine leather arrow plate, carpeted arrow rest

Colorful overlaid handle section with spiral wound grip

**Deerslayer**, 1960, No. 503, 5’ 6”, weights 45-50-55

$ ?

**Sherwood**, 1960, No. 501, 5’ 6”, weights 30-35-40

$ ?

**Old Hickory**, 1960, No 500, weights 20-25-30 at 26 inches

**Jet fiberglass bows**

Made of tough durable fiberglass

Molded plastic handle, semi-working recurved limbs

Available in six models in rainbow colors

**Strato-jet**, 1960, No. 337, 5’6”

weights 25,30,35,40,50, 55 lbs at 28 inches

Left or right handed
semi-working recurved limbs

$?

**Super-jet**, 1960, 336, 5' 0"

Weights 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 lbs at 26 inches

Right handed sight window

Semi-working limbs

$?

**Super-jet**, 1960, No. 335, 5' 0"

Weights 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 at 26 inches

Weights 45, 50, 55 at 28 inches

Either right or left handed

Semi-working recurved limbs

$?

**Power-jet**, 1960, No. 334, 5' 0"

Weights 20, 25, 30, 35, 49, at 26 inches

Either right or left handed

Straight limbs

$?

**Jet**, 1960, No. 333, 4' 6"

weights 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 lbs at 26 inches

Right handed sight window

Semi-working recurved limbs

$?

**Bushmaster**. 1961. No. 976, 66 inch, 30 to 65 pounds

**Bushmaster**, 1961, No. 979, 69 inch, 39 to 65 pounds

Semi-working Recurve limbs
green glass

Dark brown hardwood handle

Offset handle section, Top limb fit into handle section of bottom limb Comes with water proof Arrobuk bow case

Has leather wrapped handle

$ ?


Recurve

white glass

Pistol grip handle

Multi-colored lamination in handle, lamination on face of window

$ ?

**Mustang,** 1961, No. 975, 64 inches

Recurve

49 to 75 pounds

Green glass ?

hardwood in handle, brown handle with deep pistol grip almost a calif. grip Lamination on face of sight window

$ ?

**Pinto,** 1961, No. 972, 66 inches

Recurve

39 to 65 lb.

White glass

Pistol grip, multi-colored hardwoods, Black, yellow, and white laminations; black sight window

$ ?
Javelina, 1961, No. 966, 66 inch
Semi-working recurved limbs
20 to 60 pounds
red glass
Pistol grip
brown and white wood laminations in handle
$ ?

Cougar, 1961, No. 962, 54 inches
Semi-working Recurve limbs
30 to 55 lb.
white or red depending on weight
Cream colored wood in handle
$ ?

Colt, 1961, No. 960, 60 inches
Semi-working Recurve limbs
20 to 40 lb. measured at 26 inches Brown and white laminated handle
$ ?

Filly, 1961, No. 959, 60 inches
Semi-working Recurve limbs
25 to 39 lb. at 26 inches
brown wood handle
$ ?

Bobcat, 1961, No. 60 inches semi-working Recurve
20.25.30.35.40. lb. weights
Solid fiberglass limbs
Black metal handle
Top limb fits into handle of bottom limb

$ ?


**Collegian**, 1061, No. 703, 60 inches, 20,25,30.30 lb.

Straight limbs

dark glass

Leather wrapped straight handle, sight window with arrow shelf

Select Cuban Lemonwood limbs backed with fiberglass

$ ?

**Strato-Jet**, 1961, No. 337, 66 inch

Recurve

30,35,40,45,50,55 lb. Solid fiberglass

molded plastic handle

right or left handled

$ ?

**Super jet**, 1961, No. 336, 60 inches Recurve

30,35,40 at 26 inches

Molded plastic handle

$ ?

**Super-jet**, 1961, No. 335, 60 inches Recurve
20,25,30,35,49 lb. at 26 inches; 45,50,55 lb. at 28 inches

Solid fiberglass limbs
Molded plastic handle, Right and left handed
$?

**Power-jet**, 1961, No. 334, 60 inches

Straight limbs
Solid fiberglass limbs
Molded plastic handle
right and left handed
$?

**Jet**, 1961, No. 333, 54 inches, Recurve

20,25,30,35 lb. at 26 inches
Molded plastic handle
solid fiberglass limbs
$?

**Junior-jet**, 1961, No. 331, 48 inches Recurve

20 lb. at 22 inches
solid fiberglass limbs
Molded plastic handle
$?

**Palomino**, 1963, No. 970, 5’ 8"

Full long working recurved limbs

Weights 35 to 65 Lbs.

White Glass
Brace height 7 1/2 to 8 inches

Pistol grip

Multi-colored hardwoods in handle. Overlays on face of bow

Full view sight window

Epoxy finish, pressure sensitive felt arrow plate

$ 79.50

**Palomino**, 1963, No. 971, 5’ 6”

Full long working recurved limbs

Weights 30 to 65 Lbs.

White Glass

Brace height 7 1/2 to 8 inches

Pistol grip

Multi-colored hardwoods in handle. Overlays on face of bow

Full view sight window

Epoxy finish, pressure sensitive felt arrow plate(white)

$ 79.50

**Palomino**, 1963, No. 973, 5’ 2”

Full long working recurved limbs

Weights 25 to 55 Lbs.

White Glass

Brace height 7 to 7 1/2 inches

Pistol grip

Multi-colored hardwoods in handle. Overlays on face of bow

Full view sight window

Epoxy finish, pressure sensitive felt arrow plate(white)
$ 79.50

**Pinto**, 1963, No. 972, 5’ 6”

Extra wide long working recurved limbs

weights 30 to 65 lbs.

White glass

Brace height 7 1/2 to 8 inches

Pistol grip

Selected multi-colored hardwoods in handle

Full view sight window

Epoxy finish, pressure sensitive felt arrow plate(white)

$ 49.50

$ 49.50

**Mustang**, 1963, No. 975, 5’ 4”

Duo-flex extra wide long working recurved limbs

Weights 40 to 75 lbs.

Red glass

Brace height 7 to 7 1/2 inch

Pistol grip

Laminated wood core, made of finish hardwoods. (Brown wood)

Full view sight window

Felt arrow plate(brown)

$ 59.50

$ 59.50

**Stallion**, 1963, No. 974, 5’ 2”

Full working recurved limbs

Weights 40 to 75 lbs.

7 to 7 1/2 inch
Red glass
pistol grip
Multi-colored hardwood handle (Black, white, and brown)
$ 49.50

**Javelina, 1963, No. 966, 5' 6''**

Semi-working recurved limbs
Weights 30 to 60 lbs.
Red glass
Brace height 7 to 7 1/2 inches
Form fitting grip
Natural colored laminated hardwoods (brown and white)
Full view sight window
Felt arrow plate (white)
$ 39.50

**Cougar, 1963, No. 962, 5' 4''**

Semi-reflexed limbs
Weights 30 to 55 lbs.
Red glass
Brace height 7 to 7 1/2 inches
Modified pistol grip
Select hardwoods in handle (brown)
Full-view sight window
Felt arrow plate (brown)
$ 29.50
**Colt**, 1963, No. 960, 5’ 0"

Weights 20-25-30-35-40 Lbs. at 26 inches

Semi-working recurved limbs

Red glass

Brace height 6 to 7 1/2 inches

Laminated natural colored hardwood handle

Full view sight window

$ 22.50

**Filly**, 1963, No. 959, 5’ 0"

Weights 20-25-30-35 lbs. at 26 inches

Semi-working recurved limbs

Green glass

Brace Height 6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inches

Laminated hardwood handle (brown wood)

Full view sight window

$ 17.95

**Pony**, 1963, No. 958, 5’ 0"

Weights 20-25-30-35 lbs at 26 inches

Semi-working recurved limbs

White glass

Brace height 6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inches

Spiral wound grip has molded plastic arrow rest for right or left hand shooting

$ 14.95

**Jet Fiberglas Bows**
Solid fiberglass bows, with modded plastic handles

Jet bows Nos. 336, 333, and 331 Feature a sight window center shot.

Bows Nos, 337, 335, 334 have dual arrow rest, can be used by right or left handed shooters.

All are recyrve except No. 334. It has straight limbs

No. 337, 5’ 6", weights 30,35,40,45,50,55, lbs
No. 335, 5’ 0", weights 20,25,30,35,40,45,55 lbs
No. 336, 5, 0", weights 20,25,30,35,40 lbs
No. 333, 4’ 6", weight 25 lbs at 26 inches
No. 331, 4’ 0", Weight 20 lbs at 22 inches
No. 334, 5’ 0", weights 20.25.30.35.40 lbs
No. 332, 4’ 6", weight 25 lbs at 24 inches
No. 330, 4’ 0", weight20 lbs at 22 inches

Sherwood, 1963, No. 501, 5’ 6”

Weights 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 lbs.
Hickory recurved limbs with laminated tips
Full view sight window with carpeted arrow rest
Leather spiral wound grip, colorful overlaid handle section
$ 13.95

Old Hickory, 1963, 5’ 0”

Weights 20,25,30, at 26 inches
Hickory recurved limbs with laminated tips
Full view sight window with carpeted arrow rest
Leather spiral wound grip, colorful overlaid section
$ 9.95

Junior Hickory Bows,1963, 4’ 6”

Weight 20 lbs at 24 inches
Recurved hickory limbs with laminated tips
Handle risers of contrasting hardwoods
Leather wound grip with plastic arrow rest
$ 3.95

**Junior Hickory Bow**, 1963, No. 507, 4’ 6”

Weight 15 lbs at 24 inches
Straight hickory limbs
Handle riser of contrasting hardwoods
Leather wound grip with plastic arrow rest
$2.95

**Palomino**, 1964, No. 724, 68 inches Palomino, 1964, No. 722, 66 inches

Recurve
25 to 55 lb.
White glass
Laminations on the tip on bottom tip of handle and forward tip of handle exotic hardwoods, brown wood handle with dark wood laminations over-lay on surface of upper and lower limb
7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height
$ 90

**Pinto**, 1964, no. 714, 70 inches

**Pinto**, 1964, no. 712, 66 inches

Recurve
25 to 55 lb.
White glass
Pistol grip
select hardwoods, Black, orange and white laminations 7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height
$ 80
**Mustang**, 1964, no. 716, 64 inches
Recurve
40 to 75 lb.
white glass
Pistol grip
exotic hardwood, brown wood on sides with Zebrwood window 7 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$ 65

**Stallion**, 1964, No. 710, 62 inches
Recurve
40 to 65 lb.
red glass
Internal stabilizer design, pistol grip
Exotic hardwoods, solid brown wood handle 7 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$ 55

**Javelina**, 1964, no. 708, 66 inch
Semi-Recurve limbs
30 to 60 lb.
Pistol grip, internal stabilizer design
white and brown laminations
7 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$ 45

**Cougar**, 1964, no. 706, 64 inches
Modified recurred limbs
30 to 55 lb.

white glass
modified pistol grip
Contrasting hardwoods in handle, brown wood on sides, cream colored wood in center
7 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$30

Colt, 1964, no. 704, 62 inches

20 to 55 lb.

White glass
modified pistol grip
contrasting colored hardwoods in handle, cream colored wood on sides brown wood in center
6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$30

Filly, 1964, no. 702, 60 inches

Semi-working Recurve
20 to 45 lb.

red glass
semi-pistol grip
alternate colored hardwoods, brown wood with white laminations
6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$22.50

Pony, 1964, no. 700, 69 inches

semi-Recurve
20 to 50 lb.
red glass
straight leather wrapped handle
alternating colored hardwoods
6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$17.50

**Jet,** 1964, 337, 66 inches

Recurve
30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 lb. weights
solid fiberglass limbs
light blue molded plastic handle
right and left handed
$15.50 (see photo at end of year)

**Jet,** 1964, no. 336, 60 inches

Recurve
20, 25, 30, 35, 40 lb. weights
yellow solid fiberglass limbs
black molded plastic handle
right handed
$12.50
(see photo at end of year)

**Jet,** 1964, no. 335, 60 inches

Recurve
20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 lb. weights
light green solid fiberglass limbs
brown handle
right and left handed
$13.50 (see photo at end of year)

**Jet, 1964, No. 334, 60 inches**

straight limbs
20,25,30,35,40 lb. weight measured at 26 inches
green solid fiberglass limbs
green molded plastic handle
right and left handed
$9.50 (see photo at end of year)

Jet, 1964, No. 333, 54 inches

Recurve
25 lb. at 24 inches
tan solid fiberglass limbs
black molded plastic handle
Right handed
$7.50 (see photo at end of year)

**Jet, 1964, No. 332, 54 inches Recurve**

25 lb. at 24 inches
yellow solid fiberglass limbs
brown molded plastic handle
Right and left handed
$6 (see photo at end of year)

Jet, 1964, no. 331, 48 inches Recurve

20 lb. at 22 inches
red solid fiberglass limbs

light blue molded plastic handle right handed

$ 6.50 (see photo at end of year )

**Jet**, 1964, no. 330, 48 inches Recurve

20 lb. at 22 inches

blue solid fiberglass limbs

red molded plastic handle

right and left handed

$ 5

**Palomino**, 1966, No. 726, 68 inches

Palomino, 1966, No. 725, 66 inches

Recurve

25 to 55 lb.

White glass, Pistol grip with thumb rest

Solid Brazilian Rosewood handle with contrasting strips of white holly

5 laminations on back with one going down the length of the window

5 laminations on front on heel of handle

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

1/8 inch past center

$ 95

**Pinto**, 1966, No. 712, 66 inches

Recurve

25 to 55 lb.
white glass  
Pistol grip with thumb rest  
White Holly, Black Holly, and Cherry laminations. Black center with orange circle on handle  
7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height  
$ 67.50

Javelina, 1966, No. 708, 66 inches  
Modified Recurve limbs  
30 to 60 lb.  
White glass up to 40 lb., dark glass over 40 lb.  
Form fitting handle, with thumb rest, Integral Stabilizer design  
Solid Olla wood (Heavy dark brown grain)  
7 to 7 1/2 inch brace height  
$ 50.00

**Mustang**, 1966, No. 716, 64 inches  
Extra wide Recurve limbs  
40 to 75 lb.  
Brown glass  
Pistol grip with thumb rest  
Freijo handle with Zebrwood beam, Integral Stabilizer Design(Zebrwood on window face)  
7 to 7 1/2 inch brace height  
$ 75

**Stallion**, 1966, No. 710, 62 inches  
Recurve  
40 to 65 lb.  
Form fitting grip
Solid Bubinga wood handle, Integral Stabilizer design
Green glass
7 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$ 60

**Hunter**, 1966, 709, 58 inches
Recurve
30 to 65 lb.
Green glass
Semi-pistol grip with thumb rest Zebrawood handle
7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height
$ 50
NOTE: The KM Special is a Hunter model that was made for K-Mart and rebranded as the KM Special.

**Razorback**, 1966, No. 711, 62 inches Recurve Reflex-deflex design
Green glass
40 to 60 lb.
Pistol grip
Solid Bubinga handle
Brace height ?
$ 40

**Puma**, 1966, No. 703, 62 inches
Reflex-deflex design limbs
red glass
25 to 55 lb.
Pistol grip Solid Imbula handle( light brown little grain showing) Brace height ?
Colt, 1966, No. 707, 62 inches
Short full working Recurve limbs
20 to 55 lb.
White glass up to 40 lb., dark glass over 40 lb.
Semi-pistol grip with thumb rest
Solid Olla handle (brown wood with light grain) Integral stabilizer design 6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inch brace height
$ 35

Cougar, 1966, No. 706, 64 inches
Modified Recurve limbs
30 to 55 lb.
White glass to 40 lb., dark glass over 40 lb.
Semi-pistol grip with thumb rest
Walnut wood handle with White Holly beam. brown side with white wood in center on face of window
7 to 7 1/2 inch window
$ 32.50

Collegian, 1966, No. 713, 60 inches
Modified Recurve limbs
20 to 40 lb.
White glass
Solid Imbuia wood handle
6 1/2 to 7 1/2 brace height
$ 22.50
**Bronco, 1966, No. 48 inches**

Recurve

15, 20, and 25 lb. measured at 24 inches

Brown glass

Semi-pistol grip with thumb rest

Assorted exotic hardwoods in handle (brown wood in handle) 6 1/4 to 6 3/4 inch brace height

$17.95

---

**Pony, 1966, No. 60 inches**

Modified-Recurve limbs

20 to 40 lb.

White glass

Spiral wrapped leather grip, dual arrow rest of molded plastic Walnut and White Holly, can be shot right or left handed

$17.50

---

**Fiberglass bow, 1966, No. 337, 66 inches**

Recurve

30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 55 lb.

Yellow solid fiberglass limbs

Right or left handed

Brown molded handle with simulated leather wrapped grip, has dual arrow rest

$15.50 (photo at end of page)

---

**Fiberglass bow, 1966, No. 336, 60 inches**

Recurve

20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 lb.

Yellow solid fiberglass limbs

Right or left handed
Black molded handle with simulated leather wrapped grip, has dual arrow rest $12.50

$5.50 (photo at end of page)

**Fiberglass bow**, 1966, No. 334, 60 inches

Straight limbs

20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 lb.

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Right or left handed

Black molded handle with simulated leather wrapped grip, has dual arrow rest

$9.50 (photo at end of page)

**Fiberglass bow**, 1966, No. 335, 60 inches

Recurve

20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and 55 lb.

Yellow solid fiberglass limbs

Right or left handed

Black molded handle with simulated leather wrapped grip, has dual arrow rest

$13.50 (photo at end of page)

**Fiberglass bow**, 1966, No. 333, 54 inches

Recurve limbs

25 lb. at 24 inches

Red solid fiberglass limbs

Right handed

Brown molded handle with simulated leather wrapped grip

$7.50

as dual arrow rest

$9.50 (photo at end of page)
**Fiberglass bow**, 1966, No. 332, 54 inches

Recurve limbs

25 lb. at 24 inches

Yellow solid fiberglass limbs

Right handed and left handed

Black molded handle with simulated leather wrapped grip, has dual arrow rest

$ 6.00 (photo at end of page)

---

**Fiberglass bow**, 1966, No. 331, 54 inches

Recurve

25 lb. at 24 inches

Yellow solid fiberglass limbs

Right handed

Black molded handle with simulated leather wrapped grip, has dual arrow rest

$ 6.50

$ 13.50 (photo at end of page)

---

**Fiberglass bow**, 1966, No. 330, 48 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 22 inches

Solid yellow glass limbs

Black molded simulated leather wrapped handle with dual arrow rest

$ 5

---

**Mercury Hunter**, 1969, No. 7348, 60 inches Recurve
40 to 65 lb.

Brown Pearsonite glass

Pistol grip

East India rosewood, with two built-in mercury recoil cushions

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

5 inch sight window

comes with tan double padded bow case

$130

**BP-H30**, 1969, No. 7348, 60 inches

Recurve

40 to 65 lb.

Black Pearsonite glass Semi-pistol grip, with thumb rest

Freijo wood handle

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

5 1/2 inch sight window

$ 80

**Signature TD**, 1969, No. 7331, 58 inches

Recurve

40 to 65 lb.

Black Pearsonite glass

Solid imported Bubinga wood handle, with rigid-lock aluminum alloy knuckles 7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

4 1/2 inch sight window

Black vinyl, heavy duty zipper, mole soft protective lining, inside pocket for string and accessories

$ 85

**BP-H52**, 1969, No. 7329, 52 inches Recurve
40 to 65 lb.
Black Pearsonite glass
Pistol grip
Zebrawood handle, with white glass overlay on back
7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height
4 inch sight window
$ 65

**BP-H70**, 1969, No. 7359, 58 inches
Recurve
40 to 65 lb.
Brown Pearsonite glass
Semi-pistol grip with thumb rest
Bubinga and Freijo wood handle brown wood (Freijo) on back 1/3 of handle
7 3/4 to 8 1/2 inch brace height
4 1/2 inch sight window

**BP-H90**, 1969, No. 7388, 58 inches
Recurve
40 to 65 lb.
Black Pearsonite glass Semi-pistol grip
Bubinga with contrasting laminates. wide light red strip with a small strip
on each side though center of handle
7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height 4 3/4 inch sight window
$ 45

**Deerslayer**, 1969, No. 7300, 58 inches
Recurve 40 to 65 lb.
Brown Pearsonite glass
7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height
Bubinga wood handle light tan color
4 3/4 inch sight window
$ 40

**Bronco**, 1969, No. 7010, 48 inches

Recurve
20 to 35 lb.
Brown Pearsonite glass
Semi-pistol grip
Select hardwoods in handle dark brown wood
6 1/4 to 7 inch brace height
4 inch sight window
$ 24

**Lord Mercury**, 1969, No. 7176, 66 inch

**Lord Mercury**, 1969, No. 7177, 70 inch

Recurve
25 to 45 lb.
White Pearsonite glass
Pistol grip with thumb rest
East India rosewood with contrasting laminates two thin black strip through center of bow, two thin strips through handle point on face of bow. Has two Mercury cushioned power recoil and torque absorbers
7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height
8 inch sight window
Double padded vinyl with soft flannel lining, inside sight pocket bow case
$ 195

**Lord Sovereign**, 1969, No. 7178, 66 inches
Lord Sovereign, 1969, No. 7179, 70 inches

Recurve

25 to 45 lb.

White Pearsonite glass

East India rosewood handle with contesting laminates a single black strip behind arrow rest in handle, a single black strip through handle tips on face of bow

8 to 8 3/4 inch brace height

8 inch sight window

$ 125

Pinto, 1969, no. 7180, 66 inches Recurve

25 to 45 lb.

White Pearsonite glass

Full pistol grip

Dyed Elm and white hardwood laminated handle Black and white laminations

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

6 3/4 inch sight window

$ 90

Javelina, 1969, No. 7060, 66 inches

Recurve

25 to 55 lb.

White glass to 40 lb., Brown glass over 40 lb. Full pistol grip

Solid Bubinga wood handle light brownish yellow with dark brown grain. Has scroll work at top and bottom of handle

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

7 inch sight window

$ 55
**Colt**, 1969, No. 7070, 62 inches Recurve

20 to 55 lb.

White glass to 40 lb., brown glass over 40 lb.

Semi-pistol grip

Solid Olla wood handle a reddish brown color

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

6 1/2 inch sight window

$ 45

**Cougar.** 1969, No. 7050, 62 inches

Recurve

25 to 55 lb.

Brown Pearsonite glass

Semi-pistol grip

Solid Bubinga wood handle

7 1/4 to 8 inch brace height

6 1/2 inch sight window

$ 35

Plain Jane with white arrow in black circle

**Collegian,** 1969, No. 7120. 60 inches

Recurve

20 to 45 lb.

white glass

Solid rock Elm, dyed black laminates cream colored wood with black strip under glass on handle

6 1/4 to 7 1/2 inch brace height

5 1/4 inch sight window

$ 27.50
**Pony**, 1969, No. 7020, 60 inches

Semi-Recurve

20 to 40 lb.

white glass

Delrin arrow rest on both sides of bow nylon peg set in bow on both sides select hardwoods, handle brown wood, no sight window

6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inch brace height

$ 22.50

**Hunting Bow**, 1969, No. 3360, 52 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

Green solid glass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with circle and arrow point molded in handle

7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height

$ 16.95

**Hunting and Field bow**, 1969, No. 3350, 60 inches

Recurve

20 to 55 lb.

yellow solid glass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with a circle and arrow point molded in it

Right and left handed

$ 14.95
**Camp and School bow**, 1969, No. 3340, 60 inches

Straight limbs

20, 25, 30, 35, 40 lb.

Yellow solid glass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with a circle and arrow point molded in it

$10.95

**Intermediate Bow**, 1969, No. 3330, 54 inches

Recurve

red solid glass limbs

20 lb. at 24 inches

right handed

$8.95

**Junior bow**, 1969, No. 3320, 54 inches

Recurve

25 lb. at 24 inches

Black molded plastic handle with a circle and arrow point molded in it Right and left handed

$6.95

**Beginner's Bow**, 1969, No. 3300, 48 inches

Recurve

Red solid glass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with circle with arrow point molded in it right and left handed

15 lb. at 22 inches

$14.95

**Mercury Marauder TD**, 1970, No. 7340, 60 inches
**Mercury Marauder TD** camouflaged, 1970, No. 7910, 60 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

Black personite glass

East India rosewood handle with a mercury recoil cushions on upper and lower limbs, Pistol grip, rigid-lock aluminum alloy knuckles

5 inch sight window

$215

**Mercury Hunter**, 1970, No. 7346, 60 inches

**Mercury Hunter** Camouflaged. 1970 No. 7905, 60 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

Brown personite glass

Pistol grip with two built in mercury recoil cartridges

East India rosewood handle

5 inch window height

$152

**Sierra Stalker hunting bow**, 1970, No. 7348. 69 inch

Recurve

40 to 55 lb. Black Personite glass

Semi-pistol grip Freigo wood handle 7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

5 1/2 inch sight window

$95
**Ben Pearson Signature TD**, 1970, No. 7331, 58 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

7 1/4 to 8 inch brace height

Black personite glass

Solid imported Bubinga wood handle with rigid-lock knuckle aluminum alloy

4 1/2 inch sight window

$ 93.50

**PB-H52**, 1970, No. 7329, 52 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

Black personite glass

Solid Zebra wood handle

4 inch sight window

$ 64

The No. 7909 is the same bow just camouflaged

**Predator**, 1970, no. 7359, 58 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb. draw weight

7 3/4 to 8 1/2 brace height

Bubinga and Freijo handle (Dark wood in front lighter wood in back of handle)

4 3/4 inch sight window

semi-pistol grip

Brown personite lass

$ 64
No 7907 Predator camouflaged, the same bow as the No 7359 except for being painted camouflaged

**Gamester**, 1970, No. 7388, 56 inches, Recurve pistol grip

40 to 55 lb.

Contrasting laminated hardwoods

Black personite glass

7 1/2 to 6 1/2 inch brace height

4 1/2 inch sight window

brown wood with two thin white strips thru handle

$ 53

**Bronco**, 1970, No. 7010, 48 inches

Recurve

20 to 35 lb. measured at 26 inches

6 1/2 to 7 inch brace height semi-pistol grip

select imported hardwoods

4 inch sight window

Brown personite glass

$27

**Lord Mercury**, 1970, No. 7176, 66 inches

**Lord mercury**, 1970, No. 7177, 70 inches

Recurve

30 to 45 lb.

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

white glass

East India Rosewood with contrasting laminates, built in mercury cushion cartridges

8 inch sight window
Tapped for stabilizer

tips of belly of handle squared off for sight Two thin black strips thru center of handle

two thin strips thru squared off tips, with light divider on each side and between

$ 210

**Competition, 1970, No. 7190, 68 inches Recurve, 30 to 55 lb.**

7 1/2 to 8 1/2 brace height

Bubinga and rosewood handle with rigid-lock aluminum alloy knuckles

pistol grip

white glass under 40 lb., black glass over 40 lb.

Handle tapped for stabilizer

Brown wood with a wide black strip down center of handle

$152

**Javelina, 1970, No. 7060, 66 inches Recurve, 30 to 50 lb.**

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

white glass under 40 lb., brown glass over 40 lb.

full pistol grip

Bubinga wood handle

7 inch sight window

Light wood almost yellow, there is scroll work at the top and bottom of the handle

$ 65.50

**Colt, 1970, No. 7070, 62 inch Colt camouflaged, 1970,**

No. 7902, 52 inches

Full working Recurve

25 to 55 lb.

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height
White glass under 40 lb., Brown glass over 40 lb.

semi-pistol grip

6 1/2 inch sight window

Olla wood handle

Handle has several pieces of wood glued together to make the handle

$50

**Cougar**, 1970, No. 7080, 62 inches Cougar camouflaged, 1970,

No. 7902, 62 inches

Recurve

30 to 55 lb.

7 1/4 to 8 inches brace height

Brown glass

semi-pistol grip

Solid imported hardwoods

6 1/2 inch window

Plane Jane cougar

$40

**Varsity**, 1970, No. 7120, 60 inches

25 to 45 lb.

Recurve

6 3/4 to 7 1/2 brace height

Pistol grip

select imported hardwoods in handle

5 1/4 inch sight window

$30
**Pony**, 1970, No. 7020, 60 inches, semi-Recurve

20 to 35 lb.

6 3/4 to 7 1/2 inch brace height

white glass

Delrin arrow rest on both sides of bow

Solid imported hardwoods in handle

Delrin arrow rest are small plastic pegs stuck in the bow as an arrow rest

$26

**Maverick**, 1970, No. 7196, 48 inches

semi-Recurve

15 to 20 lb.

Black glass

Delrin arrow rests on both sides of bow

imported hardwoods in handle

Bow can be shot left or fight handed. Delrin arrow rest are plastic pegs in the sides of the bow to act as arrow rest

$21

**52" Bow**, 1970, No. 3360, 52 inches

Recurve

40 to 50 lb. 7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height

green solid glass limbs

Molded vinyl handle

Turkish style, not the usual Pearson style

$19

(See image below)

**Hunting and field bow**, 1970, No. 3350, 60 inches

Recurve
25 to 50 pounds
yellow solid glass limbs
molded black handle, has an arrow(Pearson brand) molded in the handle there
are no simulated ribs on the handle
can be shot left or right handed
$ 16
(See image below)

**Camp and school bow**, 1970, No. 3340, 50 inches
Straight limbs
20,25,30,35, and 40 weights
Tan solid glass limbs
molded vinyl handles, has a Pearson line arrow molded in handle, there are no simulated ribs in the handle
Can be shot right or left handed
$ 12.50
(See image below)

**Intermediate bow**, 1970, No. 3330, 54 inches
Recurve
25 pounds measured at 24 inches
red solid glass limbs molded vinyl handle with Pearson brand arrow molded in handle, there are no ribs molded in handle
20 pounds at 24 inches
$ 8.50
(See image below)

**Beginner's bow**, 1970, No. 3300, 48 inches
Recurve
15 pound at 22 inches
red solid glass limbs
molded vinyl handle with the Pearson brand arrow molded on the handle, there are no ribs molded in the handle
can be shot left or right handed

$ 5.75

**Marauder td** No. 7460-0, 1973, 60 inches Recurve,

40 to 55 lb.

black glass,

Pistol grip rigid lock aluminum alloy knuckles

marblewood and Shedua, brown wood on outside black strip in middle

5 1/2 inch sight window.

8 to 9 inch brace height

$ ?

**Ambusher,** 1972, No. 48 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

pistol grip

Glass color?

Wood in handle?

8 3/4 to 9 inch brace height

4 inch sight window

$ 80

**Hunter II,** 1972, No., 52 inches

Recurve

45 or 50 lb. only

Glass color?

wood in handle?
Right hand only

$ ?

**Colt**, 1972, No. , 62 inch semi-pistol grip
Recurve
glass color ?
Internal stabilizer design handle
Solid Olla wood handle
Right hand only
30,35,40,45, or 50 lb. only
$ 52

**BP-H 90**, 1972, No. 56 inches
Recurve
40 to 65 lb.
Black fiberglass
Bubinga with contrasting laminates
7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height
4 1/2 inch sight window
$ 55

**Cougar**, 1972, No. , 62 inch
Modified semi-Recurve
25 to 66 lb.
White glass to 40 lb., Brown glass over 40 lb.
semi-pistol grip
Walnut sides with white holly center with white glass
Solid Imbuia handle with brown glass
**H70 Predator, 1972, No. , 58 inches**

Recurve

40,45,50, and 55 lb.

Right hand only

Brown fiberglass

semi-pistol grip

Bubinga and Freijo wood handle

$65

**Mercury Hunter, 1972, No. , 60 inches**

Recurve

40 to 65 lb.

Pistol grip

*glass color?*

East India rosewood, with absorber capsules of mercury built into the handle riser

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

$160

**Sliencer. 1973, no. 7158-0, 58 inches**

Recurve take-down with rigid- lock aluminum alloy knuckles

40 to 55 lb.,

black personite fiberglass

black marblewood

5 1/2 inch window

7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height

$?
**Renegade**, 1973, no. 7260-0, 60 inches

Recurve

40-55 lb.

gray glass (I think),

pistol grip

Marblewood and select hardwoods, black wood on sides and brown wood in the center.

5 1/2 inch sight window

8 3/4 to 9 1/4 inch brace height

$ ?

**Spoiler**, 1973, no. 7152-0, 52 inches, Recurve

black Pearsonite fiberglass

pistol grip

marblewood handle, brown wood on sides and thin black strip down center.

4 1/2 inch sight window

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

$ ?

**Equalizer**, 1973, no. 7148-0, 48 inches, Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

black Pearsonite fiberglass, pistol grip, marblewood, brownwood on sides and thin black strip down center

4 inch sight window

7 1/2 to 9 inch brace height

$ ?

**Centurion-64**, 1973, no. 7164-0, 64 inches, Recurve
25 to 40 lb.
white Gordon bo-tuff fiberglass
Marblewood and Shedua, brownwood on sides and black wood down center, tapped
for stabilizer, drilled for berger button, and cut 3/8 past center
7 1/2 inch sight window
7 1/2 to 7 5/8 brace height
$ ?

Centurion-69, 1973, no. 7169-0, 69 inches Recurve
30 to 45 lb.
white Gordon bo-tuff fiberglass
pistol grip
marblewood and Shedua trapped for stabilizer, semi-circles out of back of
handle, drilled for berger button, cut 3/8 past center
7 to 7 5/8 inch brace height
8 inch sight window
$ ?

Eliminator, 1973, no. 7166-0, 66 inches Recurve
30 to 45 lb.
white Gordon bow-tuff fiberglass
pistol grip, marblewood and Shedua, tapped for two stabilizers, brownwood on each end of handle
7 inch sight window
7 1/4 to 8 inch brace height
$ ?

Gamester, 1973, no. 7388-0, 54 inches, Recurve
40 to 55 lb.
black Pearsonite fiberglass pistol grip
select hardwood, solid brown wood

4 3/4 inch sight window

7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height

$ $

**Colt**, 1973, no. 7070-0, 62 inches

Recurve

30 to 55 lb., 30 and 35 lb. white Pearsonite glass

40 to 55 black Pearsonite glass

semi-pistol grip

select hard woods

6 1/2 inch window

7 1/2 to 8 1/4 inch brace height

colt better bow than cougar this year.

$ ?

**Cougar**, 1973, no. 7050-0, 62 inches, Recurve

black Pearsonite glass select hardwood handle, light brown, plain Jane

semi-pistol grip

7 1/4 to 8 inch brace height

6 1/2 sight window

$ ?

**All-American**, 1973, 64 inches, Recurve

25 to 40 lb.

7 1/4 to 8 inch brace height

white Pearsonite

select hardwood, cream colored handle semi-pistol grip
5 inch window

$ \text{ ?}

**Bronco**, 1973, no. 7010-0, 48 inches
measured at 26 inches, 25 to 35 lb.
Recurve
Personite glass (white I think)
semi-pistol grip
select hardwoods,
cream colored handle
4 inch sight window
6 1/4 to 7 inch brace height.

$ \text{ ?}

**Hunting bow**, 1973, no. 3360-0, 52 inches, Recurve
40 to 50 lb.
black molded vinyl handle
solid green fiberglass limbs
7 1/2 to 8 1/2 brace height
Handle is smooth, no simulated wrapping
Can be shot right or left handed

$ \text{ ?}

**Hunting and Field bow**, 1973, no. 3350-0, 60 inches, Recurve
25 to 45 lb.,
green solid fiberglass
left and right hand arrow rest
molded black handle with simulated wrapping.
Camp and school bow, 1973, no. 3340-0, 50 inches

20, 25, 30, 35, lb. draw weights

Straight limb bow

left or right handed

handle black with simulated wrapped handle green solid fiberglass limbs

Intermediate bow, 1973, no. 3330-0, 54 inches, Recurve (right handed only),

25 lb.

light brown or tan solid fiberglass

Black molded vinyl with simulated wrapped handle

Junior bow, 1973, no. 3320-0, 54 inches, Recurve

right or left handed

reddish brown solid glass limbs

black molded vinyl simulated wrapped handle

20 lb. at 24 inches,

Beginners bow, 1973, no. 3300-0, 48 inches, Recurve

right or left handed

15 lb. at 22 inches

tan solid glass limbs

black molded vinyl simulated wrapped handle

Marauder ltd, No. 7460-0, 1973, 60 inches Recurve,
40 to 55 lb.
black glass,
Pistol grip rigid lock aluminum alloy knuckles
marblewood and Shedua, brown wood on outside black strip in middle
5 1/2 inch sight window.
8 to 9 inch brace height
$ ?

**Marauder td**, 1974, No. 7460-0, 60 inches

Recurve
40 to 55 lb.
Black Gordon bow-tuff glass
Pistol grip, Rigid Lock aluminum alloy knuckles
Marble wood and Shedua, Brown wood on sides black wood in the center
8 to 9 inch brace height
5 1/2 inch window
$ ?

**Silencer**, 1974, No. 7158-0, 58 inches

Recurve
40 to 55 lb.
Black Pearsonite glass limbs
Pistol grip, Rigid lock aluminum alloy knuckles
Marblewood handle, black colored wood in handle 7 1/2 to 8 1/8 inch brace height
5 1/2 inch window
comes with black carrying case
$ ?
**Renegade**, 1974, No. 7260-0, 60 inches

Recurve 40 to 55 lb.

Black Pearsonite limbs

Pistol grip Marblewood, Black colored wood handle

8 3/4 to 9 1/4 inch brace height

5 1/2 inch window

$ ?

**Rouge**, 1974, No. 7058-0, 58 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

Black Pearsonite glass limbs

Pistol grip

Marblewood and select hardwoods, Black wood on sides with lightwood in the center

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

4 1/2 inch window

$ ?

**Spoiler**, 1974, No. 7152-0, 52 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

Black Pearsonite glass limbs

Pistol grip

Black Pearsonite glass limbs

Marblewood in handle, brown colored wood on sides, thin black strip down center

7 to 8 1/2 inch brace height
4 1/2 inch sight window

$ ?

**Equalizer**, 1974, No. 7148-0, 48 inches

Recurve

Black Pearsonite glass limbs

40 to 55 lb.

Pistol grip

Marblewood handle, Brown colored wood on sides with thin black wood down center of handle

7 1/2 to 9 inch brace height

4 inch window

$ ?

**Centurion**, 1974, No, 7169-0, 69 inches, 30 to 45 lb. at 28 inches

**Centurion**, 1974, No, 7164-0, 64 inches, 25 to 40 lb. at 27 inches Recurve

White Gordon bo-tuff glass limbs

Pistol grip

Marblewood and Shedua handle, Brown Shedua on sides with black marblewood down center

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

7169-0 8 inch sight window, cut 3/8 inch past center

7163-0 7 1/2 inch sight window , cut 3/8 inch past center Tapped for stabilizer and Berger button

Double padded vinyl with soft flannel case

$ ?

**Eliminator**, 1974, No. 7266-0, 66 inches

Recurve
30 to 45 lb.

White Gordon Bo-tuff glass limbs

Marblewood and Shedua, Shedua wood on sides with black wood down center Pistol grip

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

7 inch window

tapped for two stabilizers top and bottom of handle

$ ?

**Mach One**, 1974, No. 7052, 52 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

Black Pearsonite glass limbs

Pistol grip

Marblewood, Black colored wood on sides bright colored red wood down center of handle, bright red tip overlays

8 1/2 to 9 1/2 inch brace height

4 inch window

$ ?

**Cougar**, 1974, No. 7050-0, 62 inches

Recurve

30 to 55 lb. Black Pearsonite glass limbs

Semi-pistol drip Select Hardwoods, brown handle

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace weight

6 1/2 inch window

$ ?

**All-American**, 1974, Bo. 7064-0, 64
Recurve

20 to 40 lb.

White Pearsonite glass limbs

Select hardwood handle, cream colored handle

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

5 inch sight windows

$?

**Bronco**, 1974, No. 7010-0, 48 inches

Recurve

20 to 35 lb. measured at 27 inches

White Pearsonite glass limbs

Cream colored wood in handle

6 1/2 to 7 inch brace height

4 inch window

$?

**Hunting bow**, 1974, No. 3360-0, 52 inches

Recurve, Turkish style bow

40 to 50 lb.

Molded plastic smooth handle, black

Right or left hand

Green solid fiberglass limbs

7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height

$?

In wolverine No. 3800-3 Hunting set
**Hunting and Field Bow**, 1974, No. 3350-0, 60 inches

Recurve

25 to 50 lb.

Solid green fiberglass limbs

Black molded simulated wrapped plastic handle

Right and left handed

$?

In No. 3810-3 Barracuda Hunting set

In No. 3820-3 Big Ben Target set

---

**Camp and School bow**, 1974, No. 3340-0, 60 inch

Straight limbs

20, 25, 30, 35, draw weights

Solid green glass limbs

Black molded simulated wrapped plastic handle Right or left handed

$?

---

**Intermediate bow**, 1974, No. 3330-0, 54 inches

25 lb. at 26 inches

Recurve

Tan solid fiberglass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with simulated wrapped grip

Right handed

$?

In No. 3830-3 Buccaneer Hunting set

In No. 3840-3 li'l Ben Target set

---

**Beginner's bow**, 1974, No. 3300-0, 48 inches
Recurve

15 lb. at 22 inches

Tan solid fiberglass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with simulated wrapped grip

right and left handed

$?

In set No. 3880-3 Li'l Ben Target 15 set

**Junior Bow**, 1974, No. 3320-0, 54 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 24 lb.

Red solid fiberglass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with simulated wrapped grip

$?

In Set No. 3850-3 Li'l Ben Target 20 set

The year the Switch blade was introduced

**Silencer td**, 1976, no. 7158-0, 58 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 pounds

7 1/2 to 8 1/8 inches brace height

Black personite glass

Pistol grip, with marble wood handle with red laminates on front and back of handle, has rigid-lock aluminum alloy knuckles

5 1/2 inch sight window

$?

**Renegade**, 1976, No. 7260-0, 60 inches
Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

8 3/4 to 9 1/2 inch brace height

Black glass

Pistol grip, marble wood (black)

5 1/2 sight window

$ ?

**Rogue, 1976, No. 7058-0. 58 inches**

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

Black glass

marble wood handle, Black on sides with red in center of handle and on window

5 1/2 sight window

$ ?

**Spoiler, 1976, no. 7152-0 , 52 inches**

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

7 to 8 1/2 inch brace height

black glass

marble wood , brown wood on sides with black wood in the center of the handle and on the window

4 1/2 inch sight window

pistol grip

$ ?
**Equalizer**, 1976, No. 7148-0, 48 inches

Recurve

40 to 55 lb.

7 1/2 to 9 inch brace height

black glass

Pistol grip

Marble wood handle, brown wood on sides with black wood in center of handle with black wood in window

4 inch sight window

$?


**Centurion**, 1976, No. 7169-0, 69 inches

Recurve

30 to 45 lb.

7 1/2 to 8 1/2 inch brace height

white glass

Marble wood and Shedua. brow wood on sides of handle with black wood in center and on window

8 inch sight window

Tapped for stabilizer and drilled for Berger button

pistol grip with thumb rest

$?


**Contender**, 1976, No. 7366-0, 66 inch Recurve

25 to 45 lb.

8 1/2 to 9 1/2 inch brace height

Marble wood tapped for stabilizer, brown wood on sides with black wood in center and on window

white glass

7 inch sight window
Mach one, 1976, No. 7052-0, 52 inches
Recurve
40 to 55 lb.
8 1/2 to 9 1/2 inch brace height
Black glass
Marble wood black sides with bright red center in handle and on window and limb tips
4 inch sight window

Mustang, 1976, No. 7258-0, 58 inches
Recurve
45 and 50 lb.
8 to 8 1/2 inch brace height
black glass
semi-pistol grip
select hard woods, black colored wood in the handle
4 1/2 inch sight window

Cougar, 1976, No. 7590-3, 62 inches
Recurve
30 to 55 lb.
7 1/4 to 8 inch brace height
black personite glass
semi-pistol grip
select hardwood in handle, brown colored wood
Collegian, 1976, No. 7064-3, 64 inches
Recurve
20 to 40 lb.
7 1/2 to 8 inches
white glass
pistol grip select hard woods, cream colored wood in handle
5 inch sight window
$
$

Bronco, 1976, no. 7010-0, 49 inches
Recurve
25 to 35 lb. right hand measured at 26 inches, 25 lb. left hand measured at 26 inches
6 1/2 to 7 inches brace height
white glass
semi-pistol grip select hardwood handle, Cream colored wood handle
4 inch sight window
$
$

Hunting bow, 1978, No. 3360-0, 52 inches
Recurve
40 and 50 lb. weights
dark green solid green fiberglass
Injection molded vinyl handle black smooth 7 1/2 to 8 1/3 inch brace height
Left and right handed
$
$(See image below)
**Hunting and Field bow**, 1978, No. 3350-0, 60 inches

Recurve

25 to 45 lb.

Green solid glass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with simulated leather wrapped handle

$ \text{ ?}(\text{See Image below})

In set No. 3819-3 Barracuda Hunting set

In set No. 3820-3 Big Ben Target set

**Camp and school bow**, 1978, No. 3340-0, 60 inches

Straight limbs

29, 25, 30, and 35 weights

Green solid glass limbs

Black molded plastic handle with simulated leather wrapped handle Left and right handed

$ \text{ ?}(\text{See Image below})

**Intermediate Bow**, 1978, 54 inches

Semi-Recurve bow

25 lb. at 26 inches

Tan solid fiberglass limbs

Simulated leather wrapped molded black plastic handle

Right handed only

$ \text{ ?}(\text{See Image below})

In set No. 3830-2 Buccaneer Hunting set

In set No. 3840-3 Li'l Ben Target set
**Junior**, 1978, No. 3320-0, 54 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 24 inches

Tan solid fiberglass limbs Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle

$ ?(See image below)

In set No. 3850-3, Li'l Ben 20 Target set

**Beginners bow**, 1978, No. 3300-0, 48 inch

Recurve

15 lb. at 22 inches

Left and right handed

Tan solid fiberglass limbs

$ ?

**Collegian**, 1979, no. 280-0, 66 inches

Recurve

25 to 35 lb.

black glass take-down limbs with gray cross strips near the handle

grey metal handle

9 inch brace height

The only Recurve made in the Pearson line in 1979. There were some solid Fiberglas bows, but they were only in sets.

**Collegian**, 1980, no. 289-0, 66 inches

Recurve td

25 to 35 lb. black glass with glass cross strips nearest the handle

Gray metal handle

9 inch brace height
$ ?

**Rogue**, 1980, 285-0, 62 inches

Recurve

45,50,55 lb.

black glass with gray cross strips near the handle

gray metal handle

$ ?

**Beginner's bow**, 1980, 3300-0, 48 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 24 inches

molded plastic handle

tan solid fiberglass limbs

right or left handed

$ ?

**Camp and school bow**, 1980, no. 3340-0, 60 inches straight limbs

20,25,30,35 lb.

molded plastic handle

right or left handed

green solid fiberglass limbs

$ ?

**Hunting and field bow**, 1980, no. 3350-0, 60 inches

Recurve

25,30,35, and 45 lb.

green solid fiberglass limbs
molded plastic black handle
right or left handed

$ ?

**Pro Staff**

5000, 1980, no number, 70 inch
Straight limb bow
50,60, and 70 lb.: 75 to 100 lb. on special order
Black glass
Dyed Elm raiser
Leather wrapped straight handle

$ 140

**Pro Staff 3000**, 1980, no number, 70 inches

**Pro Staff 3000**, 1980, No number, 68 inches

**Pro Staff 3000**, 1980, No number, 66 inches

25,30,35,40,50 lb.
Gold handle, 24 inch, Helicoil threaded inserts allow adjustable tiller tapped for stabilizer, counter weights, sights, adjustable arrow pressure point
white glass

$ 190

**Collegian**, 1981, No. 280, 66 inches Recurve Td

25, 30 and 35 lb.
Black glass with gray cross strips near the handle
Gray metal handle
9 inch brace height
Right hand only

$ ?

Recurve TD

45, 50, and 55 lb.

Black glass with gray cross strips near the handle

Gray metal handle

9 inch brace height

Right hand only

?

**Ol’ Ben**, 1981, No. 5000, 70 inches

Straight limbs, long bow

50, 60 and 70 lb.

Black glass limbs

Dyed Elm handle (brown)

6 1/4 inch brace height

?

**Hunting and Field Bow**, 1981, No. 3300-0, 60 inches

20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 lb.

Green solid fiberglass limbs (Turkish style) Black smooth molded plastic handle

right and left handed

?

In No. 3899-3, New Big Ben Field set
**Camp and School bow**, 1981, No. 60 inches

Recurve

29, 25, 39, and 35 lb.

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle Right and left handed

$ ?

In No. 3820-3 Big Ben Target set

---

**Beginners Bow**, 1981, No. 3300-0, 48 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 24 inches

Tan solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle

Right or left handed

$ ?

In set No. 3860-3 Lil Ben Target set

---

**Collegian**, 1981, No. 280, 66 inches Recurve Td

25, 30 and 35 lb.

Black glass with gray cross strips near the handle

Gray metal handle

9 inch brace height

Right hand only

$ ?


Recurve TD

45, 50, and 55 lb.
Black glass with gray cross strips near the handle

Gray metal handle

9 inch brace height

Right hand only

$ ?

**Ol’ Ben**, 1981, No. 5000, 70 inches

Straight limbs, long bow

50, 60 and 70 lb.

Black glass limbs

Dyed Elm handle (brown)

6 1/4 inch brace height

$ ?

**Hunting and Field Bow**, 1981, No. 3300-0, 60 inches

20,25,30,35,40, and 45 lb.

Green solid fiberglass limbs (Turkish style) Black smooth molded plastic handle

right and left handed

$ ?

In No. 3899-3, New Big Ben Field set

**Camp and School bow**, 1981, No. 60 inches

Recurve

29,25,39, and 35 lb.

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle Right and left handed

$ ?

In No. 3820-3 Big Ben Target set
**Beginners Bow**, 1981, No. 3300-0. 48 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 24 inches

Tan solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle

Right or left handed

$ ?

In set No. 3860-3 Lil Ben Target set

**Collegian**, 1981, No. 280, 66 inches Recurve Td

25, 30 and 35 lb.

Black glass with gray cross strips near the handle

Gray metal handle

9 inch brace height

Right hand only

$ ?


Recurve TD

45, 50, and 55 lb.

Black glass with gray cross strips near the handle

Gray metal handle

9 inch brace height

Right hand only

$ ?

**Ol' Ben**, 1981, No. 5000, 70 inches
Straight limbs, long bow
50, 60 and 70 lb.
Black glass limbs
Dyed Elm handle (brown)
6 1/4 inch brace height

$ ?

**Hunting and Field Bow**, 1981, No. 3300-0, 60 inches

20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 lb.
Green solid fiberglass limbs (Turkish style) Black smooth molded plastic handle
right and left handed

$ ?
In No. 3899-3, New Big Ben Field set

**Camp and School bow**, 1981, No. 60 inches

Recurve
29, 25, 39, and 35 lb.
Green solid fiberglass limbs
Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle Right and left handed

$ ?
In No. 3820-3 Big Ben Target set

**Beginners Bow**, 1981, No. 3300-0. 48 inches

Recurve
20 lb. at 24 inches
Tan solid fiberglass limbs
Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle
Right or left handed
In set No. 3860-3 Lil Ben Target set

**Hunting and Field Bow**, 1983, No. 3340, 60 inches

Straight limbs

25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 lb.

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle Either right or left handed

In set No. 3800-0 Big Ben Field set

**Camp and School bow**, 1981, No. 3300, 48 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 24 inches

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle

either right or left handed

In set No. 3860-3, Lil' Ben target set

**Hunting and Field Bow**, 1983, No. 3340, 60 inches

Straight limbs

25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 lb.

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle Either right or left handed

In set No. 3800-0 Big Ben Field set
**Camp and School bow**, 1981, No. 3300, 48 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 24 inches

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle

either right or left handed

$ ?

In set No. 3860-3, Lil' Ben target set

**Hunting and Field Bow**, 1983, No. 3340, 60 inches

Straight limbs

25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 lb.

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle Either right or left handed

$ ?

In set No. 3800-0 Big Ben Field set

**Camp and School bow**, 1981, No. 3300, 48 inches

Recurve

20 lb. at 24 inches

Green solid fiberglass limbs

Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle

either right or left handed

$ ?

In set No. 3860-3, Lil' Ben target set

**Mercury Hunter**, 1983, No. 7346, 60 inches

Recurve

45, 59, 55, 60, 65, and 70 lb.
Black glass limbs

Hand finished hardwoods, Brown wood handle 7 1/2 to 8 inches brace height

5 inch window

Two mercury recoil cartridges

$ ?

Yellow hoof print on limb

**All American**, 1983, No. 7120, 60 inches

Recurve

20,25,30,35, and 40 lb.

Black Pearsonite glass limbs

6 3/4 to 7 1/2 inch brace height

5 1/4 sight window

Select hardwood handle, cream colored wood

$ ?

Yellow hoof print on limbs

Cougars, 1983, No 7050, 62 inches

Recurve

20,35,40,45,50 and 55 lb.

Black glass limbs

Semi-pistol grip

Select hardwoods, dark brown wood handle 7 1/2 to 8 inch brace height

6 1/2 sight window

$ ?

Yellow Hoof print on limb

**Bronco Ben**, 1983, No. 7010, 49 inches
Recurve
25, 30, and 35 lb. at 26 inches
Black glass limbs
Semi-pistol grip
Selected hardwood handle Black colored handle 6 1/4 to 7 inch brace height
4 inch sight window
$ ?
Yellow hoof print on limbs

**Mercury Hunter**, 1984, No. 7346, 60 inches

Recurve
45, 50, 55, 60, 65, and 70 lb.
Black glass limbs
Hand finished hardwoods with two mercury cushion power capsules brown wood pistol grip
5 inch sight window
Yellow hoof print on limb
$ ?

**Old Ben Longbow**, 1984, No. 5000, 70 inches

Straight limbs
45, 50, 55, 60, 65, and 70 lb.
Black glass limbs
Dyed Elm handle dark color
$ ?
All American, 1984, No. 7120, 60 inches Recurve

20, 25, 30, 35 and 40
Black glass limbs
light colored wood in handle
5 1/4 inch sight window
$
Yellow hoof print on limb

Cougar, 1984, No. 7050, 62 inches

Recurve
39, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 55 lb.
Black glass limbs
Black colored wood in handle
6 1/2 inch sight window
$
Yellow hoof print on limb

Bronco, 1984, No. 7010, 48 inches

Recurve
25, 30, and 35 lb.
Black glass limbs
Black colored wood in handle
4 inch sight window
$
Yellow hoof print on limb

Camp and School bow, 1986, No. 3340, 60 inches

Straight limbs
29, 25, 30, and 35 lb.
Green solid fiberglass limbs
Black simulated leather molded plastic handle
Either right or left handed
$ ?
In set No. 3820 Big Ben Target set

**Hunting and Field Bow**, 1986, No. 3350, 60 inches
Recurve
25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 lb.
Green solid fiberglass limbs
Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle Either right or left handed
$ ?
In set No. 3899-3, Bid Ben Field set

**Beginners Bow**, 1986, 48 inches, 20 lb. at 24 inches

**Beginners Bow**, 1986, 54 inches, 29 lb. at 24 inches
Tan solid fiberglass limbs
Black simulated leather wrapped molded plastic handle Either right or left handed
$ ?
In set 3860-3,

**Raider**, 1987, No. 285, 62 inches
Recurve td
50 to 70 lb.
Black glass limbs
22 inch magnesium handle black with replaceable grip
$ ?
**Legendary Classic**, 1987, No. 7325, 60 inches

Recurve td

50 to 70 lb.

Black glass in limbs

pistol grip

Brazilian Rosewood with black ebonite insert down center of handle

$ ?

**OL' Ben**, 1987. No. 5000. 70 inches

Straight limbs long bow

45 to 70 lb. in 5 lb. increments

Straight leather wrapped handle

Bubinga wood handle

$ ?